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Abstract 
T ccl1;:., JUt'S est imating loud amount and classif' ing c loud t ' JX !'rom (;~I~ IR and ;or \ ' IS itnagn • 
data han' been dew·lopccl and C'Ya luatcd . Cloud am unt is t'\timatcd I y a T\\'o-Th rcsholcl- 1\lcthod 
(TT 'I) which takes ac ·ount or the partially c loud-cove red pixels . C loud tyJ t' i:s classified by a dis-
criminam a nalysis tech nique. Fairly good agr eement i.· obta it1 cd bct \\'tTn the sa telli te estima ted ancl 
the surface ob e rYcd c lo ud amoun ts. The com par i. o n between the sat ·I lit e class ifi t'cl ancl g round 
ob. en·ecl cloud types . h ows cor rec tness rat ios of' .">2.9" 11 and 4 7.7" ., f'or the cia 1 tim t· a nd nightti111c 
re. pec ti \T ly, but the dis tin ct ion between cum ulus and m iclclk clouds sccms insu fl icicnt. Thc ttT hni -
quc. were applied to produce the time eric: or lo ud amoun t. a nd types during the pniocl f'rom :1 to 
II . 'ept. 1980 ancl the results we re acccp tabk. 
1. Introduction 
:loud information , uch a: cloud a mo unt , clo ud height a nd c loud type have 
bee n on ·idcred as important and esse ntial para meters in meteoro logy a nd c lima te. 
C louds Lake part in th e water ir ul a tion proc ss by co nd ensing water vapor ron-
verged from the environm ent a nd th en precipitating it o ut of th e c lo ud s. Clo uds 
a lso affec t the energy budge t b y re fl ec ting so lar radiation, a bsorbin g th long wave 
radiation from the earth a nd lower a tmosphcr a nd releasing th e laten t h 'a t of con-
d en a tion . Cloud informa tion can be looked on as pa ram e ter.· for rainfall informa-
tion which can be u. ed for rainfall es timation from ·atc llitcs. 
Cloud observa tions have been mad ro utinely from ·urfa e o bserva ti ona I sla t ions. 
But they can no t provide accurate informa tion about middl a nd high clouds v•lwn 
the low cloud cover is signifi cant. The ir . pace rcprescnti veness, es pec ia ll y over the 
ocea n, is insuf11 c icnt because of spa rs i: land-loca tcd meteorological obscrvat iona l 
stat ions a nd ships . 
. incc the launch of th e first m e teorological sa te llite 'J'lROS-1 sa te llite imagery 
data have been u ed broad ly to d eri v . meteorological informa ti on . The o bserva tio n 
made by a atc llitc ha · th e a d vantages of n arly uniform space reso lut ion a nd wide 
scope. By u ·c of th nctv•ork com prised of polar-orbit d and geostat iona ry sate l-
li te , nearly g lobal observa tion can IJcc n made a t 30 minute int 'rva ls. l Iowcvcr, 
there ha. been no meth od , until now, to derive cloud amount and type wit h accep-
table accuracy and on a romp let ly o bjective base, perhaps because of th e charac-
teristiC' · of sa telli te obs rvalion and tlt c enormous amount of data to be processed. 
).Io t l hniquc: for cloud amount c. timation with meteorological satelli te im-
agery data u e IR blackbody temperature and /or a lbedo histograms fi:')r the ar a or 
interc t. K offier el al. 1) invcstigat d m thod for c. timating high , middle and lo\\· 
cloud amount· with TIROS IR imagery data. Every pixel is assigned to c lear sky, 
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lo\\' cloud middl c loud or high loud a cording Lo T 88 , being th urfacc tempera-
ture 7:c; Fc .J k 700 rnb t mpcratur ( 7~00 ) 400mb temperature ( T 100 ) or lower. Th 
high , middle and lov\' cloud amounts Ior a 32 line 32 pixel area are then defin d 
as th e ratioes of' high middle and low cloud pixel numbers to the total pixel number 
of' th ' ar a r ·spc tiv ly. fctcorological Satellite Center of japan calculate hig h 
and low c loud amounts routinely using T Fc< Sk and T,100 a thr sholds. 
The ·loud amount e ·tirnation methods mentioned abov d efine a pixel as being 
c lear sky or totally c loud cove red from observation and by a inglc thrc hold va lue 
(hereafter referred to a . ingl e Threshold Method , STlVf). It i thought that the 
estimations by STM may have so m error arising from the usc of a fixed thrc ·hold 
and the exist nc of partially c loud ov r d pix Is, and that this error may b r la-
tively large in estimation from large size pixels uch a· infrared data of geo tationary 
sate llit es. 
Meanwhile, th c loud type is c lass ified from satellite imagery data operationa l-
ly by trained meteorologists at present. Tt is c lear that it i · difficult for ·uch a sub-
.i c tivc me thod to make a fine cloud map (nephanalysis map) for a wide area (e.g. 
the w ho! g lobe) on a real time base. \iming to ol e this problem objccLiv cloud 
l)'l c classifi ation m thods have been invc tigated by u sing threshold , clustering and 
di scriminant analysis techniques. 
The thr 'sho lcl technique , as cl 'scribed by Koffler et aL. 1) and Li1jas2l, ·las ·ifics 
c loud type ace rding to the cloud top tC'mp ~raturc r a lbedo by u:c of T 8 n and /or 
a lbedo thr'C'sholds. C lu ·tering technique a d e -cribed by D e boi: el aL. 3) and S zc 
a nd Dc ·boi s4l c lassifies " similar ' pixels in an interes t area into several cluster . 
Re latively long computation time is consumed for r epeating th calcu lation and th 
re. ultcd cluster: must be related to rea l loud type . 
The discriminant analysis technique a investigated by Harris and Barrctt5l , 
Parikhul, Parikh7l and Parikh and Ball8l classifies an observed at !lite parameter 
for interest area by co~11paring the probabilities of X bC'ing produced by each 
cloud typC'. l t i: co nsidered a a relative appropriate method for obje tiv cloud 
type classification becau -c only :impl computation is needed to cla ·sify cloud type 
a fter the cloud types to be clas:ified ar d te rrnined th e training cases for ev ry type 
\\Tl'C' Tl ·ted base I ll( on the ground truth and the di Cl iminant quations were es-
tablished . 
The pre T nt paper describe · a two threshold m thod (he reafter referred Lo as 
TT~l ) to estimate total cloud amount taktng account of th e spectral peak du to 
the ground ·urfacc as \\Tll a· the pix'- ls partial ly cove r d by cloud. W e wil l al. o 
lcscribc a discriminant method to Ia · ·ify lour cloud typ , in re lation to Lh future 
rain!~tl l cstimatin11 employing the lata of the geostationary meteorological ·a tellit c 
(,~!: . 
2. Data 
[n order to develop the cloud amount estimation and cloud type das ·incation 
.\ cjJ/wnalpi:, ~/the G,\JS Jmagu_J' Dalfl 
method , ix Hat area of about 104 km2 in .Japan,,. re Tkctcd a · the testing area:. 
Th 1 R and \ IS imagery data of G 1I for these six areas were collcc:tcd and the 
imultaneous c loud information (total cloud amount and cloud amount. for ca ·h 
cloud form ) of the meteoro logical Lations were ollccted and u ·cd a: the groun I 
truth for the p riod 3 to l 0 cpt. 1980 23 July 1982 and 22 to 23 .Jul y and 7 to t 
ug . 1983 . 
Fig. 1 :hows the six t ting area. : Hokkaido, Kanto , Kinki 'c tonaikai an111 
and Kyu hu th length ( rs direc tion ) an l width · (EW direction ) of \\'hich \\'CrL 
r pe tivcly 80 and II 0 km on avcrag . Th rc arc four or Ilv mctl orologica I sta-
tions in each area. The pixel numbers arc about 550 and 4400 for 1 R and \'IS in 
each ar a. 
GMS ob erve · the earths atmosph rc b y visil lc and infrared spin scan radio-
mel 'r (VISS R) which has tv\'o obs rvation channe ls of \ I. (0.5 0.73 ,um ) an I LR 
(10.5 12 .5 pm ). lt had hccn ob ·crving routinely at an interval of 3 hours until 
1986. [n order to -o m pare the satellite data with the ground obs -rvatio ns which 
arc made at interval of 6 hour · for mo t m tcor logical Lations on ly th data sets 
for OOZ, 06Z and 12Z could be used in thi ·tud y. 
VI and IR imag ry data of the six testing areas vvere e ·tracled !'rom the U lS 
original :MT. The line and pixel number · in th GMS imagery f'ramc corr spond-
ing to the latitudes and longitude of f'our ·orncrs of the testing area '"' IT calculated 
by applying a navigation rncthod which makes a correction vvith the earth's edge in 
the image frame (1 akahashi9l) . 
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Fig. 1. The tc ting an·as. 
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Th ' ex trac ted V lS and 1 R data a r ' co nvert cl to a lbrdo, A and bla kbody 
temperature, TIJB· The convers ion from IR digita l ·ount (DC) to T 138 ca n be ac-
o r plish d usi ng th ' ca li bration table which is record d on th top of th e original 
V f · ~R MT. As for th e m thod converting V l S DC: to a lbedo, the a libration 
ta bl e rcc rd cd on th MT is for th e illu mination condition that th e ·un and the 
sate llite arc bot h right a bove th rc!lec tor (e.g. clouds) , it is ne c, sary to normalize 
th o l s rved a lbed o, a co n id ring th e so lar a nd th e sa tellite zen ith angles , as fol-
lows: 
l - a 
cos z. co. 0 
cos Z - ·in ¢ · sin o · , cos ¢ · coso · cos l 
cos f) -
tan fJ 
( 1 I ta n2 8) l/ 'L 
sin o 
coso - R 
R -l 11 






where, A is normaliz ·d a lb d , Z o lar zenith angl , fJ sa tellite zenith a ng le, ¢ 
a nd A la titud e and longit ud e of tb observed point , o so lar d ecl ination, t hour 
a ngle A,. la titude of the sui - ·ate llitc po int R radi us of th e earth and H being the 
he ig ht of the sa te llit e. 
The g round truth of total cloud amounts and loud amounts of ca h cloud 
fc rm of th e t · Ling a reas were obtained as th e area we igh ted mean of th e observed 
a luc a t eac h ·tation in the area ·. 
C lo ud ob crvat ion from th e urfa c has ·om c li mitations: I ) obs rvat ion ex tent 
is r ·s trictccl b y obstac les (e .g. mountain ·, hi gh buildings) in th e fi eld of vi "" ; 2) 
only th clo u Is within a 'range of about 20 30 km can be observed even when ther e 
is no obs tac le; 3) th' vi uai izc vari e · with th e ang le of vi w · 4) upp r clo uds 
can no t be obs r eel wh en the lo\\'er lo ud s a rc promi nent and 5) th e re liabilit y 
d eclines wh n illumina ti on co nditi ons ar bad (e.g. a t night ) . In th e pres nt study, 
bccau · ave rage · of 4 5 tat ion ob crvation arc used as the ground truths for each 
a rea of abc ut 100 km I 00 km o n plain, 1), 2) and 3) can be disregarded. Such 
av ' rages a re expec ted to g ive relati vely r lia ble ground truth for cloud info rm a tion. 
l ncludcd amo ng th e data u ,·cd in this tudy ar 3 ll Sept. 1980 for typhoon 
T8013 23 Jul y. 1982 for heavy rain in Kaga.-aki, 1- ug . 1982 and 7 9 Auo-. 1983 
for typhoons. 
3. Cloud Amount Estimation from Satellite Data 
henk an l Salomoson 10l simula ted the dTcct · of ·patial resolution of th · sensor 
on th e clo ud am unt c-ti ma tion nd ·hov\"Cd that, in ord r to ·timatc loud amount 
.\'f jJ!wnn(l'· is of lh f GJI l mng£'1)' Dntn 
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D!G!TALCOUNT 
b 
0 . 0 . 4 0 . 6 0 . 8 I . 0 
A L B E D 0 
Fig. '2 . Th(' exa mple of freque ncy di stribution of a ) T,1,J a nd b ) albedo , for the case of' 
c lea r . ky. T 11 1J '2 '20k , 240k, '2 fi0k, 280k a nd 300k correspond to digit a l count ~ 
+G , G8 , 96, 13'2 a nd 17G, rcsp('c ti\'( ·ly in a ) . The ;tlhcclo \·a lu cc; h avf· been 
no rma lized b y co nsid ering the so la r a nd :a tellitc' s zenith a ngle. 
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with in an ac ·uracy of l 0 1; 0 , the cloud ·ize to pix ·I size ratio hould be O'reater than 
I 00 \vhcn ST 1 is used. In th e ca e of G 1S, a.· the pixe l size for IR is about 7 km 
ncar Japan and cloud size may be in the order of 10 km, it is diffi ult to sati fy thi 
ra tio . Th er ·fore , TTM was introduced as stated befor . ln this chapter, after a 
simple analysis of T JJIJ and A histograms, the TTNI, tvvo-threshold cloud amount 
estimation method, was developed using satell ite and surface observation data of 
OOZ and 061': . 
3.1 Examples of His tograms 
Among l he total of 1.56 cases of OOZ and 06Z data u ·eel h er , 6 ca es arc with 
no ground obscr ed cloud amount (clear ky case) . Fig. 2 how an example of T BB 
and albedo histograms for clear sky. The T HB and albedo h istograms have hape 
mono-mode di stribution · and co ncentrat in vvarm ( T B 8 ) or dark (a lbedo) ide. Th 
i nve ·tigat ion of l he histograms for th six clear sky cases sh ows th at, wh ile thr modes 
of' T n8 cJifTcr fro rn each other because of th e different surface temperatures, the varia-
tion in th modes of al l edo i. not so large. The standard deviation of T BB in a test-
ing area range from l .0°C to 3.2 °C with an average of 2.0°C, and the standard 
deviation of albedo range from 0.02 to 0.05 with an averaO'e of 0.04. 
Fig. 3 shows an example of Tnn and albedo h i tograms for the case of oTound-
obscrvrd c loud amount of 5. The grou nd observat ion shows the existence of mid-
dle clouds. The 1~w and a lbedo histograms have a warm or dark peak rela ted to 
the surface while other points distrib11tc to the co ld and brio·ht side showing the 
second peak corre.-ponding to the midd le clouds. When the area is overca t ·with 
clouds, the TBB and albedo h istograms tend to extend to th cold and bright ·id , 
n.ncl the distribution pattern differ.- ,,·ith cloud type . Fig. 4 .-hows an example of 
? ~ 11 and a lhcclo histograms for the conv ctive cloud caT with total c loud amount 
of I 0. 
3.2. Cloud Amount Estimation by TTM 
Based upon th above re ults, a two-Lhr hold cloud amount estimation m thod 
(TT~l) , taking account of the spectral peak due to the ground surface and of the 
pixels partially covered by cloud. , was developed for dayti rTt ob ervation. (00, 06Z) . 
A simple schematic cxplanati n of TT 1 i gi en in Fig. 5. 
(a ) I R Histogram 
I R imagery data arc the only data that can be obtained throughout the day 
but they have the shortcoming of poor patial resolution. \tVhen the lR !-dimen-
sional h istograrn or the area i co n tru cted a in Fig. 5, the two thre holds that d i -
criminate the no-c loud, partial cloud and total cloud. pixeL were determined a.-
lollo\,·s. 
I r there is a peak on the \\'arm ·ide ( T 8 8 near normal ' Urface air temperature ) 
of the l R histogram , and the peak temperature i.- Tc, the p ak is as umed to b 
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Fig. 3. . \ ~ in Fig. 2, except for the casl' of' total cloud amount -,. T 11 11 220k, 240k, 
2£i0k, 280k and 300k corT<'. pond lo digital counts .)I, 7+, 10\ 11 :1 and ISCJ, 
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DIGITAL COUNT 
b 
I 'IIIII I ill' 
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A L B E D 0 
Fig. ·l . .\ sin Fig. 2, ex cpt lor the ca. c or total loud amount JO (com·ccLiH' loud ) . 
Tli/1 220k, 2+0k, 2f)0k, 280k and 300k corrcsp ncl to d ig it a l count 51, 7~. 10:1, 
1+3 and 189, IT ' JXCli\'t' ly in a ) . 
Xephana(J•sis n.f the ,J1S Imaf!PJ' Data 
T, T, To 
T~MPERAT U HE 
Fig . .'1 . Schematic figure of' th f' two-threshold c loud amount C'S timation tnf'thod (TT I) 
from Tn/J hi togram. 
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average of Tc of those cas · with a ground peak al th e sam hour at th sam' place 
is u eel. A described above, th e tandard d evia tions of T 11n in th inv . tigation 
areas for 6 clear sky cas s have an average of2.0k . Wh en th e ar a is partially overed 
l y clouds, T nn due to the no-cloud part (gro und surfa e) ar as umed to distribut 
around Tc with standard dev iation th sam a. that of clear sky case. and a pix 1 
with temperature warm r than T 1 T c - 2.0 k i d efin ed a a no- loud pix I. 
If the warme t pix l covered totall y by louds is ass um ed to be wit h a T IJJJ or 
T2 a pixel with a T BB b tween T1 and T2 is co nsid red to be cover d partiall y by 
cloud . Th ratio of louds can be a um ed to b lin a rl y proportional to L1 T -
T1 - T 2 . That is, the ·atcl li te es timation of loud ines ·, r:c_: for an area is ca l ulat ·d 
by th following equations· 
1 
FC = N~J.. 
wher 
T;~ T2 
T 2 <' T; ~ T 1 
where T; i: Tnn of a pixe l, N is the total pixel number of th ar ·a. 
(6) 
(7) 
Becau · the second thr . hold T2 can t b dct rmin d dir ·ctly from IR his-
togram , it is :elc ted by an indirect vvay. First, F :'s for all cases ar ·al·ulat ·d 
from IR histograms I y as. uming various values of T'l . R gre:sions bctw en th 
surface ob rved cloud amount (GC's ) and FC:'s for various 7~ ar made and T2 
with the high t corre lation co('ffi ient is s 1 ctcd as th second threshold whi h 
eli criminates th partial c loud and total cloud pixels. The corr · lation cocfTici nts 
vary from 0.810 to 0.861 when L1 T - T 1 - T2 var.ie. from l.Ok to 1 O.Ok, with th 
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high es t value at 117'- I .O k. The correlation cocllicienl becomes 0.853 for LiT= 
0.0, namely th e STM as .. Although the difference between correlation coeHicient 
for TTM and STM case was not so large, it is considered that th e small differe nc 
result · from th dominant cases of overcast and the cloud amount estimation i · 
impr vcd for th e partial cloud y case . The two threshold cloud amount es timation 
method d vc lopcd by Parikh and Ball8) for GATE u e the warmest peak tem pera-
Lure as Til the se ·ond warme t peak temperature as T 2, and the difference between 
the ·o defined T, and T2 h as an average of about 2.5k, w hich is close to the cor-
r . ponding va lu of 3.0k (Ll T 2.0k ) in th e present method . Although 11 T is 
calcu lated here from limited data and the value can be differe nt for other areas 
or seasons, the meth od to d c tcrmin it ould be applicabl for any ca c. 
(b) VIS Histogram 
lth ugh VIS data can he u ' cd only in daytime and complicated normaliza-
tion has to be performed , th ey a rc still co nsidered as an important information .. ·ourcr 
because of th eir fine spatial resolution . Similarly for IR dc ta , when a VIS 1-di-
mcnsiona l hi stogram is used to es timate cloud amount , first of all the ground surface 
related peak is d tec ted in the clark side of the histogram and in th e peak alb do 
I c. The fl.rsl thres hold A, - Ac 0.04 is then d etermined in the same way as IR 
data. Assuming th e seco nrl threshold has a va lue of 11 2, th e sa tellite estimation can 
he calculated by 11. ing eqs . (6) an d (8) . 
J 
A 1 ~ A2 
}~ A,- - A 1 A2> A ; ~ A1 (8) l A2 Jll 0 AI> A, 
ller · . 1; i · th e norm ali zed albed o oC a pixe l. And in th e :amc way a. IR, th e 
. cco ncl thrc hold va lue A2 i. determined a: L2=J11- 0.02 with a correlation cocf-
fi c irnl of 0.82.:). 
(c) TR·V l 2-Dimen ·ional Hi ·togram 
lt hough the est imati n from l R or V IS hi togram ha a n advantage of sim-
pli city a relative la rger error will result, because th e ver y low clouds and thin cirrus 
can hardl y be detected from 1 R or VIS data. Takeda and Hattori1 ' ) indicated 
that when J R data of ~OAA with patial resolution of I km a rc used to es timate 
clou I amo unt over the ocean the lo" level c louds can be detected by incorporating 
spat ia l distribution information of TB 8 ( uch as standard deviation arou nd a pixel) . 
But no ob iou improvement ca n b achieved wh n th eir tTH"thod i applied to th e 
I R data o r T I with a ·patial re ·olution of 5 km . fea nwhile, a. \vas ·hown by 
Xie a nd Mitsuta 12l it i 1 o .. iblc to cl tee t low level cloud · and thin cirru by 11 ing 
TR·Vl 2-dimen· iona l hi , tograms. 
' l he procedure for th 2-dimen ional hi togram m th od are the same as those 
for the 1-climen. ional one d e cribcd a bo,·<" except that I) th e corre. ponding 2 thre-
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·holds arc con titutcd by 2 pcrpcndi ·ular lines in a lR·\ ' lS domain , 2) th e sa tellite 
e ·timation FC: i ca l ulated by eqs. (6) and (9) . 
.r = 
T~ - T,­
T1 - T2 
A,- - A 1 
A2 - A 1 
'lAX [ T 1 - T;, l ; - 11 ] 
T~ - T2 A2 - A1 
0 
(9) 
Here, T ,- a nd / l; arc the T nn a nd a lbedo or pixel, T 1 Tc 2.0k and A, lc 
-+ 0.04 arc the fir:t thres holds to dis riminatr c lear . ky and partial cloud pixels. 
The tatistical results bowed that the highc t corTrlation oefficien t oC 0.889 i. b-
tain d when T2 - T1 - 2.0 k and A2 - A1 - 0.04 . 
3.3 Comparison of Satellite Estimated Cloud Amounts and Ground Ob-
servations 
1 he cloud amoun t es timation methods d scrib d abov w r tc ·ted and com-
pared with th e corresponding ground observa tion s. Compariso ns were made lor 
daytim e (OOZ, 06Z) data whi ch we re used in th e d eve lopment of the method , and 
nighttin1 e (12Z) wi th th e same methods, respectively. 
The sa tellite estima ted FC' were calculated from Il , VIS 1-dimcnsional his-
togTam and IR-VJS 2-dimensional hi ·tograms s paratcly b y using thres holds i -
termincd in th e preceeding cction . Fig. 6 giv s a comparison betwee n IR estimated 
FC's and ground observed GC'. for th day tim e. The points were scattered when 
ground cloud amounts were 4- 6. The correlation coe ffi cient be tw n FC's and C 's 
is 0.861 and th e R}.1S error for FC' was 0.155. Kubota and Endo13l es timated 
th e cloud amounts for a 1 o Y 1 o area b y u. ing GMS JR imagery dat a in a on · thrc-
:hold method, d efining the cloud pixels as 5°C: older than th e surface temp raturcs 
defined by th GMSSA climate data. Their com parison bc tw n the es timated 
values and th e ground ob ervations showed a correlation coc !Tici nt or 0.43H and 
RMS error of 0.331 for overland cases. Although no direc t ·omparison can b · 
made between the result in their and th present stud y because differ ·nt data arc 
u ·eel , significant difference in core1ation cocHicicnts in th e two studi s implie · that 
TTM d eveloped here did improve cloud amount stimation . 
The compari sons between VIS est imated FC's and GC's, I R- VIS estimatrd FC's 
and GC'. were a lso cond uctcd for th daytime. The correla tion cocffici nt!'> and 
R~IS errors vvere 0.825 and 0.167 for \IS estimation , and 0.889 and 0.140 for lR-
\ ' IS tvvo dimen ional estimat ions. It was found from th e comparisons that the b st 
corre. pondence between FC' and G :'s is obtai ned when both 1 R and VIS data ar 
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:\. in Fig. 6 ex cpt for 84 nigh ttime ca. cs. 
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used , but the difference rrom o th er m ethod arc n ot o la ra-c . 
The IR cloud a m ount e timation m eth od deve loped with th e d ay ti me da ta wa · 
applied to e tim.at e the nighttim C' c lo ud a m ounts with th e same n1 cth ods a nd th e 
re ulls were compared with th e surracc o l).'e rvations for 84 cases o r 12Z . Fig. 7 
hO\,v th e scatter diagra m of IR estim a ted a nd surracc ol ~e rved c loud a mo unts. 
In ge neral, th e IR e tima tions were overes tima ted co mpa red to th e ~ urfacc o b ·c r-
va tions, the corre la tion coe fTl ient was 0.659 a nd lo" ·e r th a n th a t ror th e day tim e 
(0.86 1). Tt is co n idercd that th e rcdu ti on of th e cocflicient resu lts from a n error 
of gro und temperature Tc wh en c1rru · clouds p rese nt a nd errors in obse rva ti on of 
clouds from th e surface a t nigh t. 
4. Cloud Type Classification 
\ : desc ribed in th e introdu ction discrimina nt a na lys i · tec hniqu e is co nsid ' red 
as the m os t a ppropria te one ror objec t ive cloud type classifica ti on a mong th e tl11-cc 
m ethods. ln thi s sec tion , such a meth od is d eveloped to class ify the cloud type for 
th e 6 tes t a reas b y using Gl\IIS imagery d a ta . Alth ough simi la r me thod .' have 
been in ves tigated by several authors ( .g. Parikh a nd Ba ll8>), it is sti ll nc ' essary to 
a pply a nd tes t th e tec hniqu e to c lassiry c loud types d efin ed ror ra infa ll es tima tion , 
a nd to attempt to ge t th e best rf'su lt b y tr y ing to elec t th m o. t effec tive pa ra m ' tcr · 
from th e various sa tellite pa ra meters used a nd unu ed in prev io us studi es . 
As described b y Okuno et aL. 1 ' ) and Sugiya ma 15l, dis rimin a nt a na lys is tec h-
nique classifies cloud types as fo llows : ass uming th -re is a to ta l number or jJ pa ra m-
eter which characterize cloud type i out of n, a nd th observed vec tor X of ' loud 
type para meters is obtained , th e proba bility to obta in X when cloud type is i , Pr 
(X I i) , bccom s as rollow ·,assuming th e j.J-th degree norm a l distributi on ror Pr (X I i) ; 
Pr (X I i)- 1 Y rx p I 1 (X M )T I - 1(X M ) l (2rr ) PI~ 1 I 11/2 · - 2 - i , (10) 
where M i is th e mean vec tor for cloud type i a nd th e covan a nc ma trix I is 
a ·umed to be equal for ever y cloud type. The di scr irnina nt a na lys is techniq ue as-
slgns a a tellite observa tion with pa ram eter vec tor X to cloud type j, w hen 
Pr (X I j ) > Pr (X I i ) , for a ll i =f: j ( 1 I ) 
A clo ud type lassifica tion meth od was thu s d ve loped b y usin g GMS I R a nd/or 
V JS imag ry da ta for OOZ a nd 06Z a nd the c las: ifica tion resu lts w rc eva lua ted by 
the comparison w ith the cloud types obtai ned from thr g round . 
4.1 Determination of th e Cloud Types 
The cloud types to be cia sificd arc differen t case by case according to th e p ur-
po e of the . tudy. K ofTi er ct al. 1> class ified 3 cloud t ypcs based on th e: cloud top 
temperature.. Lilja :!) identified 6 cloud types according to the t 'mpera tures a nd 
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T able 1. 'riteria for. cle lion of the cloud typ · Ia ·sifi ca tion trai ning ca -es 
C loud Type Number of . ·elec tio n Cri tcria 
Sig n :\fame Selected Ca c 
A C umulus 18 • T 10 Cu r\'o 'b 
B Cumulonimbus 9 • T - 10, Cb ~ 5 
c Middle Cloud 28 • T 10, A I c · 7, f\ o Cb 
D High Cloud IS .:'\T 10, Ci 1 Cs Cc · 7 ·o l \\'Cr cloud 
a lb do · of the clouds. Harris and Barrett5) c lassifi d surface and 4 cloud types: 
stratiform , stratocumulus mixed and umulu clouds. Pairkh6) dis riminatcd 4 
typ es of lo louds, mixed clouds, cumu lonimbu and cirrus. H e later7) divid d 
c trrus louds into c irrus unmix d with other clouds and cirru . mixed with other 
clouds. Parikh and Bai J8) design ed a method for c ia · ifying 5 type. : low loud 
only, middl cloud with no significant high louds, hi h clouds with no . ignificant 
low r louds, high loud · with ignificanl lower clouds and Cb. 
In th e pr sent study, 4 cloud types as defined in Table 1 wer ' chos n for cJa ·-
sifica tion on ·iclering the futur application of th e eli criminant rc ults to the rainfall 
stimation technique. In Table 1, type A B, C and 0 d enote cumulus, cumulo-
nimbus, midd le cloud and high clouds, and l T Cu, Cb etc. arc- tota l cloud amount 
and cloud amount for very cloud form ob rved from the ·urfac , resp ct iv Jy. 70 
ca (trainin g ca es) that atisf the el c tion critetia d escribed in Table 1 were 
s lc ted from the 156 ca es of OOZ and 062 based upon the ground ob erved doud 
types and u . eel to develop the loud typ cla sifi ation meth d. Among the 70 
le t d a ·es, type B C and D include 18, 9 28 and 15 case , rc. pec tively . 
4.2 M ethod of Classification 
264· para met r · for Ia · ·if ing th e cloud typ v\·ere elected and calculated from 
the total histograms quadrant histograms differcn e histo ram: 6) ·7) and Roberts 
Jtadi nL histograms8) of IR and VIS imagery data. 80 of th em arc spectral para-
m tcr · reO cting ground or c loud information such a · mod e, mean, maximum and 
minimum and 184 of them arc textural paramC'Lcr reOec ting ground or cloud smooth-
ncs · information . 
The be ·t combinations fo r cla . ifying the 4 cloud type. w re then select d from 
the calculat d 264 1 arameter b · u ·ing th for\\ ard scle tion technique de ·cribecl in 
kuno e/ a/. 14) and ugiyama 15) . A a re ult it was revealed that I ) th e best cla -
ill a tion re ult ar obtained wh n both IR and VIS parameters were u eel, and 
the worst results ap1 cared \\'hen only IR para meter we rc u Tel 2) better c lass ifica-
tion rc ·ulted u ·ing mor · parameters but th ' improv ment become. lc. ·ignificant 
when mor th n 4 param ter ,,. rc u ed. Th 1 cted be t 4 pararn ter combina-
tion for IR data is g1v n in Table 2 and TBB0• TBB 0• TBB and TBB are o ) 1 • so•. 90°o 
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T ab le 2. Combination or sckctc·d 1 R parameter. 
Parameter Defin ition 
Coefficient or \ ·aria t ion ( S . D . / ~lcan ) 
Tl313go•. TBBJ o•. 
TBBso•. TBBo•. 
90" 0 \ 'a lue in Robert Gradient Histogram 
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The 4· parameters sc i ·ted for LR \ IS and I R and \ ' I ' \\'ere used to classiC 
the+ clo ud type ·. On th assumption that the obs rvcd param ters fol io\\' the+-
dimen:ional normal distribution and have an equal covariance matrix discrimina -
tion of loud t 'P' wa made co nsc 1ucntly by ·omparing the values, D,. for every 
cloud typ . X \\'as then assigned to th e cloud type j with the maximum }) 1 , 
Dl - 1 X TI - 1 M . 2 I ( 12) 
From the value · of I and M ,. calcu lated for th , paramc tcrs or the ·clcctccl 70 
training cases of OOZ and 06Z, the c0eOicients on th right sid of cq. 12 (classifica-
tion equation ) were d l rmin d. Cloud type classification \\'as then made simpl y 
by :ub. tituting the ob erved parameter values into the quations. 
4.3 Results of Classification 
Th cloud typ clas· iftcation me thod was th n appl ie-d to clas. iCy c loud types 
for all ca:e ·of OOZ and 06Z including the ca ·es in vvhi ch c loud type was not clrarly 
d efin ed . 
~1 he additional cases, in which ground obs rvcd c loud type v\'as not clearly 
defin ed as shown in Table 1, w r · lassifl d into additional catego rie-s as shown in 
Table 3 . T ype . (c lear sky) ar those w ith c loud amounts small er than 0.3, 'l'y[ c 
F (fraction ) arc those with ·loud amount. GC: 0.4 0.6, and T ype MA (Mixed A ), 
MB (Mixed B) , MC (Mixed C) and MD (Mixed D ) arc thos ·with cloud an1ounts 
ove r 0. 7 a nd overed mainl y by the c louds of Type A, B C: and D but not d fin ·d 
as 13 C and D in Table 1. 
Th satcl lit cloud type class ifica tion was p ·rfor111ed in two steps. At first the 
cloud amount wa. es timated by using TTM des ribed in Chapter 3. The cases 
having cloud amount est imations sma ll r than 0.3 a nd 0. 7 we re th en class ified as 
TypeS and 14, respect ively. Seco ndl y the c lassifica tion ·q uati ons drsc rib d in (4.2) 
for 4 types were then a ppli ed to th e cases \\'ith c loud amounts not smaller than 0.7. 
Table 3 shows th compari ·on of the results of sate llite class ifi ·d cloud types 
u ·ing I R param ter · wi th the g round nb erved data. mong the 70 training cases, 
.) ca e \\' re Ia · ifled as Type F, 37 case. wer c lass ifi ed corr ·ctly, giving a corrcct-
nes ratio of :12.9 ° 0 . ,\mon the 50 mixed c loud ·ascs, .1 MA as s, 2 MB cases, 
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T ab le 3. C loud type classifi cation resu l t from I R da ta for day t ime 
T ype Dis rim inatcd Type 
s F B D Total 
s 20 2 0 0 2 0 24 
(83 .3) ( 8.3 ) ( 0.0) ( 0.0) ( 8.3) ( 0.0) 
F 4 4 0 0 4 0 12 
(33.3 ) (33 .3) ( 0.0 ) ( 0. 0) (33.3) ( 0.0) 
0 0 11 0 7 0 18 
( 0.0 ) ( 0.0) (b 1. I ) ( 0.0) (38.9) ( 0.0) 
8 0 I 2 4 I l 9 
( 0.0) ( I l. I ) (22.2) (36.4) ( I l. I ) ( I I. I ) 
0 2 15 0 II 0 28 
( 0.0) ( 7. 1) (:13.6) ( 0.0) (39 .3) ( 0.0) 
l) 0 2 0 0 2 I I I :1 
( 0.0) ( 13.3 ) ( 0.0) ( 0.0) ( 13.3) (73.3 ) 
M A 2 3 .1 I I 2 I+ 
( 14.3 ) (2 1.4) (35. 7) ( 7.1 ) ( 7. 1) ( 14.3) 
l B I 0 0 2 0 0 3 
(33 .3) ( 0.0) ( 0.0 ) (GG. 7) ( 0.0) ( 0.0) 
IC 1 0 I 5 8 2 17 
( 5.9) ( 0.0) ( 5.9) (29.4) (47. 1) ( 11.8) 
1D 0 3 2 2 0 9 1G 
( 0.0 ) ( 18.8) ( 12.5 ) ( 12.5) ( 0.0 ) (56 .3) 
T otal 28 17 3G 14 3G 25 15(} 
( 17.9) ( 10.9 ) (23. 1) ( 9.0) (23 .1 ) ( 1G.O) ( 100.0) 
8 :NIC ca . c: a nd 9 MD ase · wcr la ificd a T yp , B, C a nd D , resp ec tively . 
In gener a l, c ia· ifi a t io n. of typ e B (C b ) a nd D (hig h c lo ud ·) m a t h ed compa ratively 
we ll , but misc las ·ifi ca tion bc tw n type A (Cu) a nd C (midd le cloud ) was i ·-
nificant. Mi · ·Ia sifica tio n m ay res u lt fro m th e simi la rilit y in a ppearanc of the 
two typ s o f c lo ud wh n o b cr vcd from a sate ll ite. 
Th loud type Ja ifica tio n m thod d evelop ed fo r th e d ay tim e data wer a lso 
appl i d to c ia . sify th e cloud ty pes for the nig httime ( 12Z ) ca c. which the urfa c 
lo ud ob · rva tio ns a r lc s rel iab le. The comp a rison b e t'"' en IR clas ·ificd a nd 
ground bscn d c lo ud typ e ' a rc ·hown in Table 4. R es ults o f classifica tio n were 
s imila r to tha t fo r th d ay tim ea e . A m o ng th e 44 ca ·cs of c loud y co ndition with 
·ing lc clo ud typ e, 2 1 cases w ere c las ificd correc tly a nd th e correc t ra tio d ecreas d 
to 47 .7 ° 0 , a m o ng th e 23 mixed c loud ca'C , 3 MA ca cs, 2 l\1 C cae a nd 2 MD case · 
were cla ' ificd a T yp C a n d D , re pcc t ivc ly. 
A: -cen a bove clou d cla -- ifica tion by G l\fS IR i m ag r y da ta ,,·as accepta bl y 
o d a nd e\'Cn in mixed clou d ca cs , th e main lo ud form \\'a · detec ta b le except t> 
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5. Applications of the Cloud Amount Estimation and Cloud Type Classi-
fication Techniques 
Th e tec hn iques to cs ti m alc clo ud a m o un ts a nd to class if'y cl o ud tyj cs fro lll 
G i S IR trn agc ry d a ta d isc u:scd m th e p rcvJO us sectio ns vvc rc tested a nd a ppli ed 
to a Lim e . cries o r d ata o f six tes ting a reas for th e pe ri od fm lll ooz Se pt. 3 , 1 ~BO to 
12Z cpt. 11 , 1980. 
T he re ul t. a r show n in Fig. 8 a-f toget he r w ith grou nd o bserved data at 00 , 
06 a nd l 2Z . s explai ned before , the sate lli te data were o bsc' rvc cl in 3 hot tr in-
te rva l, in Lead of ho url y as at presen L. D uring th is per inc! , a station a r ) front ex-
tended over alm ost t he entire .Japan islands from C h ishima is land in the d irc('Lio ll 
of north asl- ou lh wcst , o n Se p t. 8 an d T yph oon T BO I3 passed K y us hu l sla ncl 0 11 
Sept. l 0. 
T he clo ud atno tl11 l cstil1lalccl frotn the satellite data sllo\\'{·d good agrc< ' llt< ' ll l 
,,·ith the ground ob:crv d data if considcrc d a s ignificant difTerrncc of' obscrvatio11 
Lim es bc l\\'Cen both method. . 'The GYIS -can . the v ic init ; or the .J apanrsc island s 
a bo ut 20 min arli r than th e surface ob Trvation . 
The cloud t ype c ia sification from sat !lite may be significa n tly in agrec tltcnt 
\\'ith th e ground observed data. ex cpt for thr confusion of type and(; in sa te ll ite 
c lass ifi cations. \IVc could not find an y signifl cant differe nce in C's tirnation score in 
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Fig. H. Time -cries of l R cstin1atecl and ground obsnYcd cloud amounts and cloud 
tYI c · r r the peri d ofOOZ Sept. 3 to 12Z Sept. II. 1980, ror a ) H okkaido, b ) 
Kanto, c ) Kinki, d ) Setonaikai, c) Sa n in and f ) K yu ·hu. The c loud a mount 
nl" ground ob en·ation and IR t' timatio n an: plated in c irc les a nd olid line 
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rc ·pecti\·dy. The c loud t ypc~ dnivccl trOJn ground ob ~<·n·a ti on and l R data 
arc li sted in the lower and uppn lines above thC" c luucl amounts char ts. Sign~ 
of S, F, A, B, ' and D denote Clear ~ky, Fract ion, Type .\ , B, C: and D , rT-
. pecti\'ely. . ' ign ~1 includes ~1/\ . :.vm, ).,fC and MD. 
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areal diffcrcn -c fro m Hokka id o to K yu: h u. 
6. Conclusions 
l\let hod: to es timate ·lo ud a mount a nd lassify clo ud type for a n a rea of a bout 
I 04 km 2 have been in ves tiga ted by using lR a nd /or V I S imagery data of GMS a nd 
th e ·urface ·lo ud o b ·erva tion d a ta as rr G re nee. 
A Tvvo-Thres ho ld-Method (TT~!{ ) which ta kes acco unt of th e gro und rela ted 
spec tra l prak a nd of th e pa rti a ll y lo ud- overed p ixel · h as be n d eveloped to cs tima L · 
the to ta l c loud amo unt from G MS fR a nd /or \IS imagery da ta. T he sa tellite 
es tima ted a nd urfac o bse rv d c lo ud a mount · agr ee a ppr c ica bly w ith correla tion 
codlic icnt s of 0 .8 J a nd 0.659 fo r the day time a nd niahttime rcs pe Lively w h en IR 
la ta we re used . 
di . crimina nt a na ly ·is tec hniqu was a ppl ied to las.· ify 4 types of c lo ud s : 
cumulus, cumul onimbus midd le c lo ud s an d high clo ud. . Combination of four 
pa ra m et r s a rc s lec ted to class ify th e c lo ud type . T he ompariso ns bet\ve n th e 
c lo ttd ty pes c las ifi d by IR da ta a nd g round o b erved da ta shmv orre tn ess ra tios 
o f' 52.9° 0 a nd 47 .7° 0 for th e dayt im a nd n ighttime. Co nfusions of umulu · a n d 
middl e clo ud a r th e la rge: t ca us o f mi ·c lass ifi ca ti o n . 
The me th ods were a pp lied to produ ce the tim e . cn es o f c loud a mou n t · a nd 
c lo ud ty pes fo r th e per iod of a wee k b y u e of 1 R da ta. T he a tell ite derived lo ud 
a mo unts a nd c lo ud types sho wed vari a ti on: corre. ponding to th pa sages of w a th er 
sy t ms a nd thr ir va riat io n trends agree re la tively w II w ith th ose indicated by th e 
: urfacc o bs r a t io ns. 
To have m rr r ·lia ble c ia. sifi ca ti o n , th e me thod s ·ho uld be impro eel m th e 
in troduc ti o n of' time cha nges of image · in ho url y o b crvat ions, as well a dim ini ·bing 
th e ciTe ·ts of c irrus a nd dist ing ui shing cumulus from middle clo ud . 
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Abstract 
A ne\\ method i~ propn-.ctl for estimation of rainfall in mid latitudinal area' from G.\ IS 1nf'rared imager~ dat;t. 
Thi-, method wa> de, eloped hy u~ing the ~ate ll itc and gage Jata in 5 area' of about 10' hrn 1n Japan. tak1ng 
account of the different feature'> of rainfall from \ariou., types of clout!'>. In thi., mcthod, cloud-, arc cla-,-,ificd into 
"x type<,, S(Ciear Sky). F( Fim.: ). A(Cumulu~). B( umu lonimbu'>). C(Mitldlc Clouds) and D (High Cloud'>). b) 
tl'.ing the.: discriminate analy'i' technique from IR imager) data. The cloud type.:' S. F and D arc a .. sumcd to he 
no rain cases and in the.: case~ of A. D and C. rain fall I'> a ... -.umcd to be proportional to the cold cloud 1'1 act Hllllil 
Cll\ crage (FC). A pro port ion a! con~tant for each cloud t) pe i-, determined from the rcgrc~"on equat1on bci\\L·en 
FC and 3 hr rainfall. \\here the thn:-,hold T 1111 U'>ed to dcfine FC i~ determined to gi\c the h1ghest cnrn.:lat1on for 
each cloud l)pe. Thi., method gi'e' a good rainfall e'>timatinn for 24 hr cumulnti'e ralllfall \\ith the correlation 
cnellicicnt of 0.651 and relati\e root mean '>quare error ( RR E) of 0.96 To appl) thi., mcthoJ to the ll okkatdo 
area. the results should be adju-,ted by an empirically dctcrmined factor. becausc weather conditions an: diffcn.: nt in 
this area . 
1. Introduction 
Investigation of the spatial d istribution and time change of g lobal rainfa ll is a 
fundamental requirement in understanding global weather sys tems. However. the present 
rainfall observation network consisting of radars and gages does not cover the oceanic 
area and upcountry (Browning 1 ). The recent development of the meteoro logical satell ite 
has enabled us to observe rainfall from space, and many methods have been propo~ed to 
estimate rainfall from infrared (IR ) and visible (VIS) imagery data of meteorological 
_atellites (e. g. Martin and Scherer, 2 Barrett and Martin, 1 T~uchiya4 and Arkin and 
Ardanuy~ ). Besides these method , passive microwave radiometer and active radar 
ob. ervation of rainfall from satell ite are also under development (Simpson el a/. 1' ) . 
However, observation from the geosychronous satellite is the best in term~ of spatial and 
time resolution of the global distribution of rainfall, although it has the limitation or 
being an indirect method. 
Among the rainfall e~timation techniques using geo~ynchronous satellite data which 
have been developed so far. the "life cycle" methods and the "cloud coverage" method<., 
are typical and are considered to be relatively successful. The life cycle method, a~ de-
veloped by the group of Griffith and Woodley (Griffith el a f. - , Woodley eL al.' , Augus-
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tine era !. " , a nd Griffith 111 ) esti mates ra infa ll vo lume for individual clouds under the as-
su mpti o ns that : a) rainfall fa ll s from cold c louds; b) rainfall is propo rtional to cloud 
area and c) the constant o f proportionality is related to the life cycle stage of th e clouds. 
R ainfa ll was tlh en calculated from the cloud area colder than a threshold (253K in 
riffith and Woodley's met hod) and life cycle stage parameters derived from the time 
series of the cloud images. In this method clouds must be tracked throughout their 
life times on satellit e images, a nd thus relatively complex procedures a nd long CPU time 
a re required. However, testing the method of Griffith a nd Woodley with the same data , 
Negri er a/. 11 fo und that the es timated rainfa ll is highl y correlated with the cloud area 
but not so well with the parameters related to the life cycle stage, a nd they concluded 
th a t compara tively good estimation can be made using only appropriately defined cloud 
areas . 
The c loud coverage method , as developed by the group of Arkin eta/. (Arkin 12 , 
Ri chards and Arkin 11 , Arkin and Meisner 14 , Meisner and Arkin 15 and Arkin et a/. 16 ) 
es tim ated rainfall for climatic sca le ( ...:. 104 km · in space a nd .2 5 days in time) from cloud 
coverage co lde r than a threshold (235 k in Arkin's method) under the assumption that the 
c lo ud life cyc le e ffect is dimini hed by averaging the states in both space and time. 
Rainfall was then estima ted from cold clo ud coverage by usin g an em pirica ll y established 
linea r relation between them, where the thresho ld temperature was de termined by 
empiri cal methods. 
Most of the methods described above have been developed for est ima ting rainfall in 
tropica l areas, where ra infa ll is assoc iated mainly with convective clouds. In mid 
latit udina l areas near J a pa n, however, it becomes more difficult to estimate rainfall from 
sa te llit e data, because precipitation from stratiform clouds and nonprecipitating cirrus 
c louds ofte n appear. Wylie 17 , Griffith et a/. 1s and Arkin and Meisner14 tried to app ly 
the methods developed for tropical areas to estimate mid latitudinal rainfall, and obtained 
reasonable success in est imating convective rainfall. However, to esti mate total rainfa ll in 
mid latit udes. it is necessary to consider various types of clouds. 
Xic a nd v1itsuta 19 tried to distinguish cirrus that does not cause rain from other 
clouds by jo int use of GMS (Geostationary Meteorological atelli te of Japan) IR and 
VIS imagery data a nd to estimate hourly rainfall for the noncirrus cases by using a 
linear regressiona l equation between rainfall and cold / bright cloud coverage. R elatively 
good corre lation ( r 0. 76) was obtained between the estimated rainfall and gage observed 
rainfall. However. this method can not be app li ed at night, which prevents long range 
cumu lati ve rainfall e timation in thi , method. Recently, Xie20 developed a method for 
c lass ifyi ng six cloud type from GMS IR imagery data by using a discriminate analysis 
technique, ' hich can be used for rainfall estimation. 
In the present paper, a method applicab le for both day and night time has been 
developed to estimate rainfall in mid latitudinal areas of about 104 hm by using cold cloud 
fractional coverage and the cloud type classified by the method of Xie20 , and some 
examples of its application are shown . 
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2. Satellite and Gage Data 
The same satellite data sets as tho e used in Xie 20 and gage rainfall data for th e 
same periods are employed to develop the rainfa ll estimation method . These data se ts are 
for the ix testing areas of about 104 km 2, Hokkaido, K a nto. Kinki, Setonaikai , anin and 
K yushu , located in plain areas in Japan (see Fig.l of Xie 20 ). Rather large testing areas 
have been chosen, beca use Richards and Arkin u a nd N eg ri and Adler21 22 ha e shown 
that good rainfall est imations in the tropics can be made from satellite IR data only for 
areas with spatial scales larger than 1.0° latitude. 
The data sets consist of GMS IR digital data and gage observed rainfall da ta for 18 
days: September 3 11 , 1980 ; July 23 and August 1 3, 1982; July 22 23 and Augu t 7 9, 
1983. The prec ipitation at those times was mainly due to typhoons. front and 
ext ratropical cyclones, respectively, and th e area averaged hourly rainfa ll for th e ix areas 
are 0.4, 1.3, 2.7, 1.4, 1.7 and 2.0mm, respec tively. Only 105 GMS IR images are 
available for these days since GMS observation was pe rfo rmed only a t interval s of 3 
hours in those days. 
For tropical areas, Arkin 121 made use of the fractional cove rage (FC) of c loud pixe l. 
colder than a threshold temperature from IR imagery for ra infall es timation. Later, 
Adler and Mack 21 ' , Adler and N egri 24 ' and Goldenberg et a/. 25 ' made use of several 
parameters such as minimum value and standard dev iation of Tnn (Blackbody Tempera-
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* Total cloud amount estimated from G\-IS infrared data by TT\1 
(Two Threshold Method) as de. cribed in Xie~0 . 
root mean square difference of 0.39 mm from the gage adjusted radar observation, which 
was only a little improvement compared to that obtained by Arkin's method (0.48) by 
using the same data. Also, for mid latitudinal areas, Xie and Mitsuta 1'1 showed that the 
FC is useful for estimation of daytime rainfall by joint use of IR and VIS data. In the 
present paper, FC obtained only from Tun histogram of IR data, together with the cloud 
type classification method developed by Xie20 , are used to estimate rainfall in the mid 
latitudes. 
For this reason, at first , the IR imagery data of the six resting areas were extracted 
from the original full disc GMS VISSR observation data, and then the T 1111 histograms 
were constructed with an interval of 1 K , from 200K 280K, referring the T 11 u calibration 
tables . The tota l number of pixels for each area varies with an average of about 550. 
Cloud type information is also used to discriminate the rain case and no rain case 
and to estimate the rainfall caused by convective and st ratiform clouds. Six types of 
clouds (see Table I for definitions) are classified in two steps from GMS IR imagery 
data, as described in Xie ''~ in detai l, namely : 
I) Estimate total cloud amount CA from GMS TB 11 histograms by TTM(Two 
Threshold Method) which takes account of the ground related spectral peak and of the 
partially cloud covered pixels . Define the cases with CA smaller than 0.3 and between 
0.3 and 0.7 as Type S(Clear Sky) and F(Fine), respectively. 
2) Classif) clouds into four types (A: cumulus, B : cumulonimbus, C: middle 
clouds and D : high clouds) from the selected 4 IR parameters for the cloudy cases with 
CA equal to or larger than 0. 7 by using the discriminate analysis technique as described 
b) Okuno eta/. ' h The six cloud types have been chosen to reflect the rainfall cloud 
relationship in mid latitudinal areas. 
Hourly rainfall observed by AMeDAS (Automated Meteorological Data Acquisition 
System) is used as the ground truth of the rainfall. The gage distribution density of the 
"ystem is about 27 km / gage. Although spatial variation of rainfall can be very large, the 
simple arithmetical average of the hourly rainfall observed by all gages located in each 
area is taken as the ground truth of the hourly rainfall of the area, becau e the gage 
numbers in the six testing areas (vary from 18 to 44. with an average of 25 over abo ut 
w· k111 ) arc sufficiently large and their di"t ribution is relatively uniform. The sum of the 
houri) nunfalb of HH. HH · 1 and HH -+ 2 o'clocks is used as the gage observation 
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corresponding to the 3 hourly GMS IR observation of HH o'clock \\'hich scans the area 
near Japan on about 20 min ahead of HH. 
The satellite and gage data described above are then u'\ed to ill\ estigate the 
relationship between rainfall and cold cloud fractional coverage (FC) for various t) pes 
of clouds and to establish the rainfall estimation method for mid latitudes . 
3. Rainfall Estimation Method 
The selection of testing areas with similar meteorological conditions i.., \er) important 
for developing a good empirical estimation method. A prelimin c.H) <.,tudy showed that the 
ratios do not vary much for the testing areas except for the Hokkaido area where rainfall 
i. much less than in the other 5 areas. For thi" rea<.,on, at first. the rainfall estimation 
method was developed by using the data of the 5 similar area .... and then the method wa.., 
adjusted to estimate the rainfall for the Hokkaido area. 
The correlation coefficient and relative root mean square error were used to evaluate 
the correspondence between gage observed and IR estimated rainfall. The correlation 
coefficient and the relative root mean square error (Hereafter referred to as RRE ; sec 
caption in Table 3 for definition.) were used to evaluate the similarity in temporal 
va riability and the difference in value between the IR estimates and gage observations. 
respectively. 
The possibility of applying a simple linear es timation method without regard to cloud 
type. such as that of Arkin , to mid latitudinal areas. was first checked by calculatilll_.!, the 
correlations between the area averaged rainfalls and cold cloud fractional coverage<., ( FC) 
disregarding cloud type, for I. 3. 6, 12 and 24 hr averages. Fig. 1 <.,how<., the contour" 
of the resulting correlation coefficients between rainfall and FC for variou.., time <.,calc" 
and temperature thresholds. The correlation increased with the time <.,cale.., lc<.,<; than 12 
hr. with its maximum at the temperature threshold of 230 240k . The correlation i.., 0.41 ~ 
for the time scale of 3 hr and 0.561 for 12 hr at the thre<.,hold of 2401-... The highe-.t 
correlation appears at almost the same temperatures as those in tropical areas (235K in 
Arkin 12 , Richards and Arkin 11 ). However, the poor correlation coefficient<., obtained 
indicate that it is difficult to use a simple linear relationship between rainfall and FC 
without regard to cloud type in estimati g rainfall in the mid latitude<., . 
This poor correlation is considered to be caused mainly by inclu..,ion of non 
precipitating cold cirrus clouds and from disregard of different precipitating mechani<.,ms 
between convective and stratiform clouds. Cloud type cla<;<;ified by the method of Xie '" 
was thus introduced to improve the accuracy of IR rainfall es timation . Fig. 2a f <.,how<., 
the scattering between 3 hr rainfall and FC at a thre..,hold of 240k for cloud type S, F 
A, B. C and D. respectively. Among the total of 72, 71 and 74 cases of cloud type<., of 
S, F and D, 65, 65 and 60 ca..,es respectively <.,how no rain ( l .Ounn ). Although no 
significant linear distributions cou ld be found for the cases of cloud type A, B and C. 
their scattering concentrated mainly in the ri ght bottom of the figturcs and made 1t 
appear that cases with larger FC have more rainfall on the average, suggc<.,tmg a rough 
linear relationship between the rainfall and FC. 
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Fig. 2. The scattering of 3 hourl y rainfall and IR fractional cove rage ( FC) at tempera ture 
threshold 240 k for th e cases with cloud type a) S(clear sky). b) F(fi ne) . c) A 
(cumulus), d) B(cumul onimbus) , e) C(middle clouds) a nd f) D (hi gh c lo ud s). 
respectively . 
Based upon these results , it was decided to di criminate cloud type by IR parameters 
and to estimate rainfall for th e mid latitudes as follow : 
1) Discriminate the cases with cloud type of S(Clear Sky) , F(Fine) and D(High 
Clouds) as no rain cases, and other cloud types (A, B and C) as rain cases. 
2) Estimate 3 hr rainfall for the cases with cloud type A(Cumulu ), B(Cumulonim-
bus) and C(Middle Clouds) by using the linea r regressional equations between 3 hr 
rainfall and FC defined by the optimal threshold for each type of raining clouds. The 
correlation coe ffici ents between rainfall and FC at various temperature thresholds are 
calc ulat ed and those with the highes t correlation coefficients are selected as the optimal 
thres ho lds, for the 3 types of raining clouds, respectively . 
Table 2 ho w. the optima l thresholds a nd regressiona l eq uatio ns for the 3 raining 
type. for a ll 5 testing a reas. Computation of respective relation for each area i. difficult 
because o f a lack of data . The optimal thresholds a re 245 K , 235 K and 255K for type 
A. B and C. re pectively. While type B (Cumuloni mbu. ) ha the coldes t threshold and 
the la rgest propo rtional con tant (8.460), type C (Middle Clouds) h a the warme t and the 
sma llest values (3.713). These differences in the thresholds and constants are characteri-
stic if one consider the re pective cloud feature . 
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Table 2. Optimal thresholds and regres~ion equation~ 
TYPE THRESHOLD R EG RESS ION EQCAT IO 
A 245 K EJ 7.582 • FC 
B 235 K EJ 8.460 • FC 
c 255 K EJ 3.7 13 • FC 
E3 : 3 hr rainfall estimation 
Table 3. The comparison between the IR estima ti on and gage ohser\'a ti on ' 
PERIOD KANTO KINK! SETO KYCSHU AREA 
3 HR 0.495 0.588 0.471 0.324 0..+10 0.428 
2.349 1.783 2.223 2.506 2.615 2.291 
6 HR 0.537 0.65 1 0.526 0.391 0.592 0.5 16 
2. 103 1.545 1.916 2. 144 2.070 1.951 
12HR 0.688 0.781 0.650 0.662 0.826 0.677 
1.550 1.305 1.295 1.252 1.216 1.364 
2-+ HR 0.524 0.821 0.693 0.79 1 0.822 0.65 1 
1.487 0.848 0.9.\8 0.765 0.853 0.968 
*) The ~tat icti cs on the top and bottom arc correlation coefficit:n t~ and RRE (Relative 
Root Mean Square Error) between the IR e~t imat ed and gage oh~erved rainfall. 
respectively. RR E is defined as follow~ : 
RRE 
~'( R ; E;) 2/:\' I 2 
~R/:\' 
where R;. E; are the gage observation and IR e~timation re~pective ly. :'\ i~ the data number. 
In order to evalu ate the present method for estimati ng rainfall for various time 
scales, IR estimations and gage observat ions were accumulated and compared at 6, 12 
and 24 hr. Table 3 shows the results of corre lations and RRE ( R elative RMS Error) 
between the IR estimations and gage observed rainfalls . No obvious differences can he 
seen among the results for the 5 testing areas. Correspondence is higher for longer time 
scales until 12 hr (4 images). The corre lat ion and RR E for 24 hr estimatio n arc 0 .65 1 
and 0.968 respectively for all the 5 testing areas. These values show improvement over 
the estimation which disregarded cloud type for al l time scales, e. g. r increased from 
0.561 to 0.651 for 24 hr. 
Fig. 3 shows the time series of the estimations and rainfa lls plotted in interval<, of a) 
3 hr, b) 6 hr, c) 12 hr and d) 24 hr for the Sanin area . Although the estimation faib 
to reflect some significant rainfall peaks cau. ed by heavy rain, the agreement i<, relatively 
good in both variation pattern and absolute value in a time <,cries accumulated for a long 
time e. g. for 24 hr series . Fig. 4 shows the <,cattering of the IR estimation and rainfa ll 
for 24 hr accumulations for all of the 5 testing areas. Most of the points arc distributed 
near the diagonal line except for one case of heavy rain in the upperleft corner, which 
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F1g . -+. Scatter plot nf the gage obsened rainfall and IR estimation for 24 hr for all the 5 
areas. 
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accuracy except for rain storms. 
The possibility of improving the estimate by applying higher and fractional exponen-
tial equations, as well as by including other parameters such a~ cloud top temperature 
and time change of FC into the rainfall cloud relationship were also imestigatcd. hut no 
significantly improved results were obtained when compared to those obtained by using 
linear relations as described above. 
4. Adjustment for the Hokkaido Area 
When an empirica ll y based estimation method developed for one area i~ applied to 
other areas with different weather conditions. adjustment is necessary to take into account 
many factors such as the environmenta l field or instabilities. Although attemph (Wylie '' 
Alder and Mack '' ) have been made to account for the~e factors by u~ing a cumulu~ 
model, it seems difficult to apply the model to an estimation area where sonde 
observation is rare ly avai lab le. For this purpose, a simple method wa~ tried to adjust tht.: 
present method for estimating rainfall for the Hokkaiclo area by using the ratio of gage 
observation data. This adjustment method is expected to be applicable for the rainfall 
estimation in those marine and remote areas where at least sparse gage observation ts 
avai lable so that the adjustment factor for the surrou ndin g areas can be ca lculated. 
Fig. 5 and Table 4 show the time series and the statistics for the comparison 
between the gage observed rainfall and the IR est im ation derived by the same method for 
the Hokkaido area as was done in the other 5 areas. The IR estimation was much too 
high ( RRE 5.065 for 24 hr), inspite of the relatively high correlation to the gage 
rainfall (r 0.780 for 24 hr). These facts suggested that the e~timation could he 
improved by multiplying by an adjustment factor F(F 1 ). 
In order to correct the overestimation. the adjustment factor F wa~ then taken to be 
the ratio of the total rainfall of Hokkaido to those of the other 5 areas in the testing 
period, namely : 
F 
where, R 11 " is the total rainfall in depth for the Hokkaido area, and R , is the average of 
the total rainfall in depth for the other 5 areas used to develop the present method in 
the same period. The calculated value is 0 . 19 , which indicates that only about I / 5 
rainfall falls from the same cloud coverage in Hokkaido compared to the other 5 areas . 
The adjustment of the rainfall estimation for Hokkaido is then made b) multiplying 
the estimation made by the same method as for the other 5 area~ by F(0. 19) . Fig. 5 
and Table 4 show the resulting time series and the statistics of the comparison with the 
concurrent gage rainfall. The significant decrease of RRE(from 5.065 to 0 .937 for 24 
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Fi g. 5. As 111 Fig . .3. except for the gage observed rainfall (dashed line), unadjusted (thin 
line) and adjusted (thick line) IR estimation for the Hokkaido area. 
5. Conclusions 
Table 4 The comparison between the IR estimation and gage 
observation for Hokkaido area 
PERIOD UNADJUSTED ADJUSTED 
3 HR 0.456 
8.47 8 2.294 
6 HR 0.521 
7..+07 1. 860 
12 HR 0.565 
7.213 1.591 
2-+ HR 0.7 80 
5.065 0. 937 
new method has been developed to estimate the rainfall for midlatitudinal 





Japan with similar meteorological condition. with the concurrent gage rainfall data 
obsen ed b) A:\1eDAS as ground truth . 
In order to take account of the difference of precipitating mechanisms of different 
t) pes of cloud. in mid latitudinal areas, the cloud type is discriminated from IR parame-
Rainfall Estimation in the .Widlatitudes from GMS infrared Imagery Data 
ters into S(Clear Sky), F(Fine). A(Cumulus), B(Cumulonimbus), C(Middle Clouds) and 
D(High Clouds). Then the ca. es with cloud type of S, F and D arc assumed to be no 
rain cases, and estimation of the rainfall for the rest of cases is made b using the linear 
regre ional equations between 3 hr rainfall and FC defined by the optimal temperature 
thresholds for each cloud type. The present rainfall estimation method is found to give a 
fairly good estimation. The 24 hr estimation haws correlation of 0.651 and RRE of 
0.968 with the concurrent gage observation. The method is also applied to estimate the 
rainfall for the Hokkaido area where the weather conditions are different from the other 
5 areas. While direct application resulted in a significant overestimation. the estimation 
was improved greatly by multiplying an adjustment factor F defined as the ratio of 
Hokkaido's rainfall to the total rainfall of the 5 other areas. 
Although the present method was developed by using limited data ( 18 days), the re-
latively high correlation and small bias between the IR e. timation and the gage observa-
tion suggest that it has promise for the estimation of rainfall for climatic studies. In 
order to validate the present method, tests are now underway by using independent data 
sets for various seasons and regions. Following that. the present rainfall estimation 
method, together with the cloud amount estimation and cloud type cia. sification methods 
described in Xie 20 , will be used to derive and study the spatial and temporal distribution 
of cloud amount, cloud type and rainfall over the oceanic areas near Japan. 
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Abstract 
The method developed for estimating rainfall over several sample areas 
over main islands of Japan from IR im agery data of GMS is ext ende d to es timate 
rainfall over wider region including Japanese isla nds and their adjacent 
ocean. In this method, rainfall estimation over a grid of 1. 25° latitudesx 
1. zso longitude is made by assuming linear relations between hourly rainfall 
and cold cloud fractional coverage (FC) for th e 3 raining cloud types (A : 
Cumulus: B: Cumulonimbus and C: Middle Clouds) and assuming rain free in cases 
of cloud amount less than 70% and cloud typeD (Cirrus). The threshold 
temperatures to define FC for the 3 raining cloud types are kept as the same as 
those used in Xie 7 >, that is 245K, 235K and 255K for each cloud type A, Band 
C, respectively . The proportional constants between hourly rainfall and FC are 
assumed to be functions of latitude and are calculated by using the rainfall 
data obtained by radar-AMeDAS composite and FC data of the grids over Japanese 
islands. The resultant relative errors of rainfall estimation over Japanese 
islands are 73% and 17% for daily and monthly estimation respectively, which 
satisfy the useful level of the accuracy of rainfall data in climatic use. 
1. Introduction 
The requir ements for global r ain f all distri buti on come f r om many fie l ds 
of met eorology and climatol ogy . Th e rainfall ove r land ca n be ob ser ved di r ectl y 
from ne tworks constituting of raingag es and wea th e r rad ars. but rain fa ll da t a 
over ocean ar e hard to obta i n with out th e aid of sat e ll i t e obse r vat ion. 
Among infrared(IR), visual (VIS) and passi ve microwave(PM) data availabl e 
from the present satellite observation which can be used to detect rainfall, IR 
data are most hopeful in estimati ng rainfall f o r climat i c scale. ev enth ough it 
is performed only by an indirect method (Barrett and MartinL>. Arkin and 
Ardanuy 2 ') . The IR techniques, such as those developed by Griffith e t al. '' 
and Arkin and Meisner~'. provide good estimations of rainfall in th e tro pical 
areas where convective clouds dominate . However. it is much more difficult to 
estimate rainfall in mid-latitudes from IR data. because non-raining cirrus and 
raining stratiform clouds with lower cloud tops are often observed (Xie and 
Mistsuta 5 ') . Therefore. it is necessary to introduce in the cloud type 
information in the rainfall estimation in mid-latitudes from satellit e 
observed IR data . 
The present author (Xie 6 '. Xie 7 ') has developed a method to est imat e 
rainfall in five areas of about 10 4 km 2 over the main islands of Japan fr om 
GMS (Geostationary Meteorological Satellite) IR data, using Taa histogram and 
cloud type information derived by a discriminate analysis technique. The 
further step toward practical application of this IR rainfall estimation method 
is to adjust the method for wider area, because the method is developed 
originally for areas with similar weather conditions on the main islands of 
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Japan . 
The present paper intends to extend the method for the estimation of 
rainfall for a region of 23 . 75 ° latitudesx 27.5 ° longitudes surrounding Japan 
with spatial resolution of 1. 25 ° latitudes x 1.25 ° longitudes in June 1989. 
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2. Method of Rainfall Estimation 
Xie 6 ' developed a method to estimate total cloud amount and to 
discriminate cloud type for areas of about 10 4 km 2 with similar weather 
conditions on Japanese main islands using only GMS IR data. Following to that 
study, Xie 7 ' developed a method to estimate the area-averaged rainfall for the 
same areas from the TBs histograms and the cloud type derived from the lR data. 
The foundamental procedures to estimate rainfall from IR imgery data in this 
method are as follows; 
1) Estimate total cloud amount of the target area from Tee histogram 
by the method developed in Xie 6 '. which takes account of the 
ground-related spectral peak and the partially cloud-covered pixels. 
Define the case with cloud amount smaller than 0. 3 as Clear Sky 
(Type S), that between 0. 3 and 0. 7 as Fine (Type F) and that equal to 
or larger than or 0. 7 as cloudy case. respectively. 
2) In cloudy case with cloud amount equal to or larger than 0. 7, 
classify clouds into four types A:cumulus. B:cumulonimbus. C:middle 
clouds and D:high clouds from the selected 4 IR cloud feature 
parameters (see Table 3 in Xie 6 ') by using discriminate analysis 
technique. 
3) Estimate hourly rainfall for each area by using the cloud type 
informati~n and TBs histogram. The cases with cloud type of S 
(Clear Sky), F (Fine) and D (High Clouds) are assumed as rain free 
and the hourly rainfall for the raining cases (Type A. Band C) are 
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calculated from fractional coverage (FC) of clouds with cloud top 
colder than a certain threshold temperature in the ar ea by applying 
linear relations shown in Table 1. The threshold temperatures and 
proportional contants shown in Table 1 were determined by calculating 
the linear regression between area-averaged rainfall and cold cloud 
fractional coverage from GMS IR data. Estimation of rainfal 1 for a 




The GMS IR imagery data and ra dar- AMeDA S compo s i t e r a inf a l l da t a of t he 
First Algorithm lnt e rcomparison Pr ogram (AIP-1) data se t of GP CP (G lo ba l 
Pr ecipitation Climate Project) are used in the pre sent study. The data ar ea 
ext ends from 120oE- 147. 5°E, 22. 5°N-46. 25° N, as shown i n Fig.1, and th e data 
period covers for a month from 1 to 30 Jun e. 1989 . Th e pr ecip i ta tio n in thi s 
period ov er the area is mainly fr om Baiu front and a tropical depr essi on. 
As the method described in Xie 6 > and Xie 7 > was originally deve lop ed for 
areas of about 10 4 km 2 over the main islands of Japan. the entire area of AIP/1 
as shown in Fig.1 is divided into 22X19 meshes of 1.25° latitudes x 1.25° 
longitudes and rainfall is estimat ed fo r each mesh. 
The data set includes 720 hourly GMS IR observations in the 30 day 
period, from OOZ 1 to 23Z 30 June, 1989. The original GMS VISSR IR data 
have been interploted into a form that each pixel has a spatial resolution 
of 0.05., latitudeX0.065° longitude . So the total IR pixel number in each mesh 
is 5 00. IR data at each pixel is in a digital form ranging from 0 to 255, which 
can be converted into equivalent blackbody t emperature, TBB by referring the 
calibration table in the data file . In order to estimate total cl oud amount 
and to discriminate cloud type, TaB histograms are constructed and the 4 IR 
cloud feature parameters (see Table 3 in Xie 6 >) are calculated for ev ery mesh. 
The data set of Radar-AMeDAS rainfall is used as the ground truth of 
rainfall in the present study, which includes 720 houly rainfall distributions 
obtained by raingages of AMeDAS network supplemented by weather radar 
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observation (Takemura 8 ,) for th e period. The network constituting of 
22 weather radars and about 1300 AMeDA S raingages supplies a reliable ground 
truth of rainfall over and near the mai n islands of Japan . The rainfall data 
used he re have the same spatial res o lution as t hat of theIR data. Here in 
this study, the areal-averaged rainfall in each mesh of 1. 25° latitud es x 
1. 25° longitudes are calculated and employed as the ground truth of rainfall. 
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4. Extension of the Estimation Me th od 
Among the whole procedures of rainfall est im ati on de scrib ed in secti on 2, 
d iscrimination of cloud type and derivati on of ra infal l may be mo st cri t i ca l 
to geographic changes. For this reason. the meth od of discrim i nati on of cl oud 
type is first tested with the present data set. The r e sults show ed a high 
correct ratio of about 70% when compared with the concurr ent subj ectiv e 
c l oud type composed by the Meteorological Sat e ! lite Cent er of Japan 
meteorological agency (JMA) for several meshes in the area. This corr ect ratio 
may be enough for applying the original method to the whol e area . 
The necessary parameters in the estimation of the rainfall are the 
threshold temperatures and proportional contants as shown in Table 1. A 
preliminary study showed, however, that the threshold temperatures to define 
cold cloud fractional coverage FC do not vary so much within the present data 
area So. the cloud type discrimination method and the threshold temperatures 
are thus decided to be kept as the same as those in the previous studies as 
summarized in section 2 (Xie 6 >7 >), and the recalculation of the proportional 
constants between hourly rainfall and FC are made for the 3 raining types of 
clouds. 
Although the proportional contants can be affected by many meteorological 
factors such as air temperatures, instability and amount of water vapor. the 
constants are assumed simply to be depent upon th e latitudes in th e present 
l atitudes . Proportional contants between hourly rainfall and FC are thus 
calculated for various latitudes by using the IR and radar-AMeDAS rainfall data 
in the meshes with at least 5 gage observations. Fig . 2a. b and c show the 
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r esults for th e clouds of type A. Ba nd C. respectively. The proportional 
contants t e nd to increas e l i nearly fr om north to south. in general. for all of 
the three cloud types . 
Based upon the results shown in th i s fi gtur e. t he pr oport ion al contants 
are then taken as the linear functions of l a ti t ud e, and th e r e l ated para me t er s 
are determined from the data shown in Fig. 2 by makin g l i nea r r egre ss io n for t he 
three raining types of clouds , whose results ar e shown i n Tabl e 2. Th e s lope 
for the proportional contant of type B (cumulonimb us) is 0. 106, which is nearly 
twice as large as those of type A (cumulus) and C (middl e cloud) . This means 
that the development of cumulonimbus is most sensible to the latitude, which 
may comes from changes in air temperature and water vapor with latitude. 
So, in the present study, rainfall estimation is made from cold cl o ud 
fractional coverage FC for each mesh by applying proportional constants shown 
in Table 2, which is the functions of the latitude. 
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5. Application of the Extended Me th od 
The e xtended method describ ed in th e pre vious secti on is th en appli ed t o 
e stimate rainfall for the entire ar ea and peri od a nd th e r esults are co mpar ed 
with the concurrent radar-AMeDAS comp os i te rainfal 1 for mesh es ove r J apan ese 
islands . 
The appendix shows the distributions of e sti mated daily rainfall f or 
entire area (middle) and observed daily rainfall ov e r Japanese islands (l eft). 
together with surface weather charts at 0900JST (right) for the period from 1 
to 30 June,1989. The rainfall has been plotted in 8 classes, that is. non-rain: 
R<l mm: R<2 mm; R<5mm; R<lOmm; R<20mm; R<50mm and R>=50mm. The figures plotted 
above weather charts is the mean and maximum estimation errors in the mesh es 
with at least 5 gages over Japanese islands for the day . The Baiu fr ont is 
located over the main islands of Japan and their adjacent ocean during this 
period. Lows originated over the China Continent moved eastward along the 
front and brought rainfall over the area. A tropical depression also entered 
into this area from south, landed on Kyushu island and resulted in rainfall 
in the period from 23 to 25 of June. 
Table 3 shows the statistical comparison between the estimation and th e 
radar-AMeDAS rainfall over Japanese islands for 1. 3, 6. 12, 24 hours and 2. 5, 
10. 30 days. The correlation increased from 0. 41 for 1 hour to 0. 88 for 30 
days, while the relative error. defined as the ratio of mean absolut e error to 
the mean of the radar-AMeDAS rainfall, descreased from 107% for 1 hour to 17% 
for 30 days. The accuracy of the estimation shown here satisfies the useful 
level of the requirement for climatic study presented by Brownin& 9 '. that is 
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100% and 20% for the 6 hour an d the monthly rainfall. 
Fig. 3 shows the scatter plot of th e estimati on and radar -AMeDA S data of 
daily rainfall. The estimation tends to overestimate in the light rain case 
and to underestimate in the heavy rain cas e. There is an obviou s upper 1 imi t 
for estimating heavy rainfall. because a 1 inear r e lation between rainfall and 
cold cloud fractional coverage (FC) is adpoted and FC is less than unity in the 
present method. 
Fig.4 shows the same scatter plot for 30 day rainfall. When compar ed 
with that for 24 hours as shown in Fig. 3. the agreement between estimation and 
radar-AMeDAS rainfall is improved greatly, especially for the cases with 
rainfall smaller than 400 mm/month. However. underestimation still extists for 
cases with rainfall larger than 400 mm/month. 
The spatial distribution patterns of the estimation and the radar-AMeDAS 
rainfall are also compared for 24 hour and 30 day . As shown in the Appendix. 
the estimated daily rainfall distributions agree relatively wel 1 with those of 
radar-AMeDAS rainfall in general. However, overestimation for light rain and 
underestimation for heavy rain are found systematicaly in the edge and central 
parts of a disturbance. respectively. This is considered to be resulted from 
the difference in relationship between rainfall and cloud coverage in various 
parts of a disturbance. The cloud top varies little from the central to the 
edge parts. while the ascending current and rainfall concentrate mainly in the 
central part. As the result. the present method tends to overestimate the 
rainfall in the edge of disturbances and to underestimate the maximum of the 
rainfall in the central part. 
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Th e e st i mati on error i s fo und t o be a ls o r esulted i n from th e assump ti on 
of rain-fre e in cases with cloud amount l e ss th an 0. 7 (Typ e S,F) an d f rom mi s-
d iscriminati on of the cloud type . Tabl e 4 sh ows rainfa l l i n t he case s th e 
cloud type is determined as the non-rain three types of clouds from IR data . 
Among whole 12268 cases of type S and F. which ar e e stimat ed as non - rain in th e 
present method, 2864 cases (23%) are rainy with rainfall larger than 0. 0 mm . 
Among 2801 cases of typeD (Cirrus), which are discriminated also as non - rain . 
1532 cases (54.7%) are rainy and 324 cases (11.6%) with rainfall larg er than 
1. 0 mm/hr . This should be decreased in the future development of th e method . 
In cases with cloud type of A (Cumulus), B (Cumulonimbus) and C (Middl e Clouds), 
the warm cloud case with the fractional coverage (FC) of zero also results in 
rainfall estimation of 0.0 mm. Table 5 shows the statistics of real rainfall 
in such cases which are estimated as non-rain in cloud type A. B and C. About 
44% of such cases are truly non-rain but 56% are rainy. This error in 
estimation is considered to be caused in the mis-discrimination of cloud type 
and in the adpotion of a temperature threshold. 
Geographical distribution of relative error for 24 hour rainfall 
estimation is shown in Fig.S. The larger error see ms to appear in the 
mountaineous areas . This is considered to be resulted from differences in the 
relation between rainfall and cloud coverage in mountaineous areas from that 
in the plain areas. 
The agreement in spatial ditributions betwe en est i mation and r adar-AMeDAS 
rainfall is then investigated for long e r period . Fig . 6a and b show the total 
estimation and radar-AMeDAS rainfall distributions for 30 days period . The 
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rainfall band extends from east to west over Japan and its adjacent ocean has 
been estimated well. but heavy rainfall larg er than 500 mm in Fig . 5a have been 
underestimated. 
Comparison of time changes of the estimation and radar-AMeDAS rainfall is 
also made for all meshes with at least 5 gages over Japanese islands. Fig . 7a. b 
show examples of the time series at mesh (35. 00°1\- 36 . 25°~; 133. 75oE-
135 . 00°E) for 3 and 24 hour rainfall. The rainfall in this me sh during the 
period from 1 to 30 June, 1989 is characterized by five peaks on 5th. 9th, 16th. 
23rd and 28th June, among which four peaks are due to passag es of lows along the 
Baiu front and the other one is due to the landing of a tropical depression. 
In the time series of 3 hour rainfall, the estimation reproduces the main 
peaks of the radar-AMeDAS rainfall. however. the magnitude of the rainfall is 
underestimated greatly in general. The correlation between the estimation and 
radar-AMeDAS rainfall is 0.467 and the mean absolute error is 1.7 mm. which is 
about 105 % of the mean of the radar-AMeDAS rainfall in the mesh. 
For 24 hr rainfall, the correlation between the estimation and the radar -
AMeDAS rainfall is 0. 552 and the mean absolute error is 10 . 5 mm. which is about 
81% of the mean of the rainfall. As shown above, the agreement between the 
time change pattern has been improved for the 24 hour rainfall. 
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6. Conclusion 
The rainfall estimation method developed for the l imi t ed area over 
Japanese islands (Xie 71 ) is extend ed to estimate th e rainfall for wid er area 
surrounding Japan, using the GMS IR i magery data and radar-AMeDAS composite 
rainfall data in June 1989. 
After investigating the relationship between rainfall and cl oud over 
Japanese islands, threshold temperatures to define cold cloud fractional 
coverage FC for the three raining types of clouds (A:cumulus: B:cumulonimbus and 
C:middle cloud) are determined to be kept the same as those used in the 
previous study (Xie 71 ). The proportional contants to calculate hourly rainfall 
from FC are then taken as linear functions of latitudes and determined for th e 
three types of clouds. 
The extended method provides a relatively good estimation for meshes of 
1.25° latitudes x 1. 24° longitudes. when compared with the concurrent 
rainfall obtained from radar-AMeDAS network over Japan. The correlations and 
relative errors are 0.595 and 96% for daily rainfall and 0.88 and 17% for 
monthly rainfall, which satisfy the useful level of the rainfall data to be 
used in a climatic study. However. the estimation data tends to underestimate 
some heavy rainfall peaks and overestimate in light rain cases. especially for 
shorter estimate periods. 
The spatial distribution of estimated rainfall agrees relatively well 
with that of observed rainfall. The main errors are the underestimation in the 
center and the overestimation in the edge of a rain area . The time changes of 
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the estimati on catch th e ma i n pe aks in t he ob s e rv a t ion. bu t th e pea k val ues are 
underestimat ed greatly in short e r es tima t e pe ri od s. 
The e stimation errors may als o come fr om th e ignoranc e of th e rainfal 1 in 
the meshes with cloud amount small e r t han 0.7 and als o fr om th e adpoti on of a 
simple I inear equation to relate hourly rainfal 1 ~ith th e cold cloud fractional 
coverage FC. These points should be improved in the furth er study . 
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Thresholds and Regr essional Equations lsed in Xie 7 > 
Et: IR estimation of hourly rainfall in mm 
FC : cold cloud fractional coverage 
Thresholds and Regressional Equations Used in the Extended Me thod 
El : IR estimation of hourly rainfall in mm 
¢ : latitude in degree 
FC: cold cloud fractional coverage 






mean of the radar-AMeDAS composite rainfall 
maen of the lR estimation 
ratio of EST. to OBS. 
correlation coefficient between the estimation and the 
composite rainfall 
BIAS bias of the estimation compared to the composite rainfall 
R.E. relative error defined as the rastio of BIAS to OBS . 
The Observed Rainfall for the Case of No n-Rain Cloud Type, S (Clear 
Sky), F (Fine) and D (Cirrus). 
Classification of the Rainfall for the Cloud Type of A (Cumulus), 
B (Cumulonimbus) and C (Middle Clouds) with Estimated Rainfall of 
0. Omm. 
Fig . 1 





Fig . 7 
Appendix 
The inv e stigati on ar e a of GPCP-AIP / 1. 
Pr o po rti onal constants at var i ou s la t i t ud e s f or th e 3 r aining t ypes 
of clouds. 
Scatters of the radar - AM e DAS comp osit e rai nf all and IR es t i ma t io n of 
rainfall for 24 hour. 
Same as Fig . 3, except for 30 day. 
Distribution of relative error for 24 hour estimation . 
Distributions of a) radar-AMeDAS composite rainfall and b) IR 
estimation of rainfall of June 1989 over the investigati o n area of 
GPCP-AIP/1. 
Time series of radar-AMeDAS composite rainfall (dashed lin e) and IR 
estimation of rainfall (thin line) at grid (35 . 00" - 36 . 25 .. N; 133.75° -
135 . OO"E) for a) 3 hour and b) 24 hour accumulated data. 
The distributions of estimated daily rainfall for the entire area 
(middle), observed daily rainfall over Japan e s e i sland s (l eft) and 
the surface weather charts at 0900JST (right) f o r th e period fr om 
1 to 30 June, 1989. The rainfall has been plotted into 8 class e s : 
non-rain; R < 1 mm; mm ~ R < mm; 2 rnm ~ R < 5 mm ; 5 m m ~ 
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2. 5 27 • FC~. 
2.820·FCB 
1.238·FCc 
E1: IR estimation of hourly rainfall in mm 
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( 4 0 7 7 9 - 0 0 0 59 ¢ )F CA 
(60 383 - 00106¢ )FCe 
(3 0 956 - 00 062¢ )FCc 
Et: IR estimation of hourly rainfall in mm 
¢: latitude in degree 
FC: cold cloud fractional coverage 
Table 
Comparison between Radar-AMeDAS Composit e Rainfall 















OBS. EST. RATIO CORR. BIAS 
0. 4 mm 0. 4 mm 0. 9 8 0. 41 0. 5 
1.3 1.3 0. 9 8 0. 4 5 1.3 
2. 6 2. 6 0. 9 8 0. 4 8 2. 4 
5. 3 5. 2 0. 9 8 0. 54 4.3 
10. 3 10. 2 0. 9 9 0. 59 7. 5 
21. 3 2 0. 7 0. 9 7 0. 61 13. 1 
53. 2 51. 2 0. 9 6 0. 7 4. 18. 0 
9 3. 1 91. 9 0. 9 9 0. 81 2 5. 6 
27 9. 4 2 7 5. 6 0. 9 9 0. 88 4 8. 1 
mean of the radar-AMeDAS composite rainfall 
maen of the IR estimation of rainfall 
ratio of EST. to OBS. 
mm 
R. E. 
107 . 2% 
9 8. 1 
91. 6 
8 2. 0 
7 3. 1 
61. 6 
3 3. 8 
2 7. 5 
1 7. 2 
correlation coefficient between the estimation of rainfall and 
the composite rainfall 
BIAS bias of the IR estimation compared to the composite rainfall 
R. E. relative error defined as the rastio of BIAS to OBS. 
Table 
The Obs e rv ed Rainf a l 1 fo r th e Cas e 
o f No n-rain Cloud Typ es, S (Cl e ar Sky) , F (Fi ne ) a nd D (Cirru s ) 
C L 0 U D T Y P E 
OBSERVED 
RA!HALL s F D TOTAL 
NON-RAIN 6717 2687 269 10673 
R=O mm 8 3. 2% 6 4. 1% 4 5. 3% 7 0. 8% 
LIGHT RAIN 1340 14 2 7 1208 3975 
R<1 mm 1 6. 6% 34 . 0% 4 3. 1% 2 6. 4% 
MODERATE RAIN 1 7 80 2 9 7 394 
R<5 mm 0. 2% 1. 9% 10. 6% 2. 6% 
HEAVY RAIN 0 0 2 7 2 7 
R>=5 mm 0% 0% 1. 0% 0. 2% 
TOTAL 80 74 4194 2 8 0 1 15609 
Table 
Classification of the Rainfall 
for the Cloud Type of A (Cumulus). B (Cumulonimbus) and C (Middle Clouds) 
with Rainfall Estimation of 0.0 mm 
C L 0 U D T Y P E 
OBSERVED 
RAINFALL A B c TOTAL 
NON-RAIN 168 450 549 116 7 
R=O mm 56. 6% 4 5. n; 40. 4% 44.1% 
LIGHT RAIN 118 477 768 1363 
R<l mm 3 9. 7% 48. u 56. 4% 51. 4% 
MODERATE RAIN 11 65 44 120 
R<5 mm 3. 7% 6. 5% 3. 2% 4. 5% 
HEAVY RAIN 0 0 0 0 
R>=5 mm 0% 0% 0% 0% 
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Abstract 
Rainfall f eatur es of the Baiu s eas on es tim a t ed f r om GMS lR i mage s are 
investigated on the Japanese islands and th e ir adjac ent oc ean f or Ju ne 1989. 
The total monthly rainfall for the pe riod is distr ib ut ed in a band-! ik e shap e 
e xtending from west to east, showing its maximum on 35°N in the lat i tudinal 
s ection and a sudden decrease to the west of 130°E i n th e l on g i tud i nal sec t io n. 
The latitudinal distributions of rainfall r e lative to the Baiu front show 
almost the same shape with their maximum at 1. 25° north of the front at th e 
surface over both land and ocean . but the peak amount is larger over th e island 
than that over the ocean . The temporal changes of rainfall are dominated by a 
period of synoptic scale for all regions over both land and ocean. and secondly 
peak corresponding to daily variation is observed on ly over th e contin ent . Th e 
rainfall region moves eastward along the Baiu front with almost sam e phase 
speed of about 7. so longitudes per 12 hours over almost al 1 regions. 
1. Introduction 
Investigation of the spatial distribut io n and tempo r a l chan ge of ra i nfal l 
of the Baiu fr ont (Mei-yu in Ch i na) is an impo rt ant subjec t in under s tandin g 
the water and energy budget in the East Asia . The Ba iu f r on t exte nds wi de ly 
fr om the central portion of China to the east of J a~ a n , move s sl owl y from sou th 
to north during the period from late spring to sumne r . 
Yoshino 1 ' investigated the climatic rainfall characteristics of Baiu 
front by using rain gage data of 1954 and showed a band - lik e distributi on of 
rainfall over China continent and Japanese islands (Fig.1) . The distribution 
over the East China sea was unknown, but he tried to link the isohyets 
subjectively between the east coast of China and the Kyushu island . During 
the last two decades, series works of Ninomiya, Akiyama and their collabotators 
(e. g. Ninomiya and Akiyama 2 ' ' '. Akiyama 4 ' 5 '. Ninomiya and Muraki 6 '. Ninomiya 
and Mizuno 7 '. Akiyama 8 ' 9 ' 10 ') have contributed much on understanding of the 
features of Baiu rainfall by using mainly radar and gage observations . Their 
works have revealed many important aspects of the nature of the clouds and 
rainfall of the Baiu front. The main conclusions are that 1) frontal 
depressions with meso-a scale develop along the Ba i u front; 2) intense 
Baiu rainfall is produced by successive developm ent of thes e depressions; and 
3) in many cases, precipitation system is composed of a few meso- .B 
precipitation systems. However. their studies have also been limitted to the 
clouds and rainfall over land (mainly over Japanese islands) because of lack of 
data over the ocean. Rainfall features of the Baiu fr ont have not be en 
i nvestigated neither over the East China sea nor over the Pac i fic ocean and the 
Japan sea, because of shortage of the observational data . In order to 
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investigate the rainfall featur e s of the Baiu front as a whole system. the 
rainfall data with an adequate accuracy is necessary over ocean. 
The practical use of sat e! lite observation ha s made it possible to infer 
rainfall over both land and ocean especially for thos e in th e tropical areas 
where convective clouds dominate (e. g. Arkin 11 '. Arkin and Meisner 121 • Shin 
et al. 1 ' 1 • Janowiak and Arkin 141 . Estimation of rainfall in midlatitudes. 
however, has been a much more difficult task beca use of the exist ence of non-
raining cirrus and raining stratiform clouds (Wylie 151 , Xie and Mitsuta 161 ) . 
Recently, the present author has developed a method to estimate rainfall in 
midlatitudes from the IR observation data of the Geostationay Meteorological 
Satellite of Japan (GMS) (Xie 171181 ). The method has shown a resonable success 
in estimating rainfall of the Baiu front in June 1989 (Xie 191 ). 
The present paper will give a description and analysis of the features of 
rainfall of the Baiu front as the first step toward the understanding of the 
Baiu front as a system, by using the results of the previous research on the 
estimation of rainfall in 1.25° meshes (Xie 19 ') . Among the many aspects of 
rainfall. the present work will be focused on 1) spatial distribution of the 
rainfall of Baiu front in a climatic scale; 2) temporal change features of 
rainfall at various regions over land and ocean; 3) phase speed of rainfall 
region along the Baiu front. 
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2. Data 
The data set of the First Alrogithm Intercomparison Program of Global 
Precipitation Climatogy Project (GPCP-AIP/ 1) is used in the present study to 
investigate the rainfall features of Baiu front. The data area extends from 
1ZO"E- 147. 5"E; 22. 5"N- 46. 25"N and the period covers from 1 to 30 June, 1989 
(see Fig.l in Xie 19 ,). 
The hourly rainfall has been estimated for zzx 19 meshes with size of 
1.25" X1.25" in latitude and longitude for the entire period from the hourly 
observation of GMS IR images, by using the modified rainfall estimation method 
described in Xie 19 l. This estimation has been shown to satisfy the useful 
level of accuracy requirement for climatic application presented by Browning 20 l, 
when compared with the results of the concurrent radar-AMeDAS composite 
rainfall over the main islands of Japan (Xie 19 ,). Besides the satellite data 
mentioned above. daily surface weather charts on 0900JST for the period are 
also employed to determine the positions of Baiu front. These position data 
are then used to derive latitudinal distribution of rainfall relative to the 
Baiu front. 
During the period, a large band of cloud and rainfall moved slowly south 
and north. Several depressions developed and moved eastwardly along the front 
i n inter v a 1 s of about 7 days. As shown in the d a i 1 y r a i n fa 1 1 d i s t r i but ions of 
the period in the Appendix of Xie 19 ,, these depressions resulted in rainfall 
over both land and ocean over the investigation area. 
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3. Spatial Distribution of Rainfal 1 
Fig. 2 shows the distri bution of the estimated month l y rainfall over the 
area. together with the estim at ed averag e cloud amount. Po sitions of the Baiu 
front obtained from the surfac e weather charts on 0900JS T of each day for the 
whole period are also plat ed on th ese figtures 
While the cloud amount forms a band e xt ending from (120°E, 30°N) to 
(147.5°E, 35°N) almost continuously, the monthly rainfall distribut ion has a 
distinct break over the East China sea (120°E - 130°E). The band of the monthly 
rainfall larger than 300 mm centers on about 35°N and extends fr om 130°E to 
the east side of the area with width of about 5°N. Maximum with rainfall 
larger then 500mm is observed in the Kanto area. This result resembl es well 
with the guess in the rainfall distribution over the East China sea by Yoshino 
1
' as shown in Fig . 1. 
Fig.3a and b show the averaged latitudinal and longitudinal profiles of 
rainfall (solid line) and cloud amount (dashed line) ov e r the ar e a for the 
whole period. The latitude profile (fig . Za) of both rainfall and cloud amount 
shows a single peak shape extending from about 25 to 40°N . The rainfall peak of 
325 mm appears at 35°N, and the peak of cloud amount of 0. 63 is at 33. 75°N, a 
little south to the rainfall peak in latitudinal profile . 
In the longitudinal profile shown in Fig. 3b , both rainfall and cloud 
amount show nearly constant values (rainfall 210- 230 mm. cloud amound 0. 55 -
0. 58) over areas to the east of 130°E (Kyushu), while those over the East China 
sea are obviously smaller than the values over land, with their minimum at 
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about middle of the East China s ea. Th e dec r ea ses in rai nfa l l and cloud amou nt 
are 14% and 34% wh en compared with th os e at Kyu shu. 
In order to investigate the ra i nfall f eatur es r el ati ve t o th e fr ont al 
structures over land and ocean, whole ar ea east to 122 . 5°E (exclu d i ng por ti on s 
over the east coast of China) is divid ed into 3 X 3 sub-r egi ons as sh own in 
Fig.4 and the latitudinal profiles of rainfall and cloud am ount r e lative t o th e 
position of surface front are calculated by averaging th e daily ra i nfal 1 at 
various positions for the entire period of 30 days. Fig.S shows th e results 
for the 6 sub-regions with latitudes south of 41.25°N. No relative profil e is 
obtained for the 3 sub-regions with latitudes north of 41. 25°N, because the 
Baiu front did not move into the three sub-regions during the period. 
The resultant relative profiles of rainfall and cloud amount have almost 
the same shapes for the whole 6 sub-gerions. The maximum of the rainfall is 
not just at the position of surface front, but about 1 mesh (1. 25° latitud es) 
north to it. The values of rainfall and cloud amount, however, are 
different for the sub-regions over ocean and over land. Table 1 shows the 
rainfall (bottom) and cloud amount (upper) values at the peaks. The peak 
rainfall varies from 11 mm over the East China sea to 21 mm over the main 
islands of Japan, while the peak cloud amount varies from 0. 71 to 0. 85 for the 
same sub-regions. Both the rainfall and cloud amount have larger amount while 
the Baiu front lies over Japanese islands and smaller while over the surr ounding 
ocean. The difference of rainfall peaks over the Japanes e islands and th eir 
adjacent ocean is about 50%. These facts show that frontal rainfall peak is at 
the position where the slanting frontal surface gains higher altitude to north 
of the surface front and also that the rainfall pattern is of the same over the 
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islands and ocean but the peak amount of rainfall is larger over the islands 
than over the ocean by about 50%. Topography s eem s to account for this 
difference. 
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4. Temp or al Ch ange of the Rainfa ll 
Temporal changes of rainfa l l are a l s o inves tig a t ed for t he various 
subr egions as shown in Fig.4 . Fig . 6 sh ows t he powe r spe ct ra l density 
distr i butions of the area-av e raged 3 hou r r ai nfal l f or th e s ubregions 
calculated by the Maximum Entropy Me th od (M EM ) . Th e data numb e r of eac h t ime 
series is 240 . 
The spectra for the 9 subregions have wei I defined peaks at pe riods 
corresponding to the variations of syno ptic sca le (4 - 8 days) . An o th e r small 
peak is also seen at period of 1 day in the spec t ra of the subregion extending 
from 122. 5oE- 130. OoE: 41. 25oN - 46 . 25°N (Northeastern provinces of China). 
These facts suggest that the temporal changes of the area - averag ed rainfall are 
dominated by the variations of synoptic scal e s for all of the 9 subr egions , 
while that for the subregion over the China cont i nent has an addtional peak 
related to the daily variation. This result is similar t o the r esult for t he 
spectra of high cloud amount of the Baiu front investigat ed by Akiyama 101 , 
which shows obvious peaks in synoptic scale (abo ut 5. 86 days) over whol e 
portions of the front and in daily scale only over the continent. 
Fig. 7 shows the spectum of the time s eries of the area averaged rainfall 
for the entire region to the east of 122. 5°E. The spectra is characterized by 
two peaks at periods of about 7 days (syn optic) and 1 day (daily), resp ectiv e ly . 
The daily variation becomes distinct compar ed to those in the s ubr egions caused 
by averaging in space. 
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5. Movement of the rainfall along the Baiu fr ont 
Fig.8 shows the results of space-time correlations o f rainfall 11h en the 
Baiu front lies over various sub-r egi ons sh own in Fig.4 . lin e s in each 
figture represent the correlations with lagged time of -12. -6. 0, 6 and 12 
hours. respectively. Almost all of th e corr e lation lin e s have single mode 
shapes. with their maximum at distance proportional to th e time lag, suggesting 
the eastward movement of the rainfall region along the Baiu front with constant 
speed. The peak values of the correlations for time lag of ± 12 hours. 
however. are very low, which suggests that the rainfall pattern usally does not 
keeps its shape for period longer than 12 hours while moving eastward along the 
Baiu front. This fact agrees with the conclusions of Ninomiya and Akiyama 2 '". 
in which they revealed that the rainfall of the Baiu front is directly caused 
from several meso scale cloud clusters. 
Table 2 shows the phase speeds of the movement of the rainfall region 
for the 6 subregions which are determined from the correlations with time lag 
of ± 6 hours. The phase speeds are 7. 5"E per 12 hours over most of the sub-
regions except the sub-region over ocean to the south of Japanese islands, over 
which the speed is slower (5. O"E per 12 hours). The phase speed averaged over 
all of the sub-regions are 6. 25"E per 12 hours or about 55 km/hr. This speed is 
almost the same as the wind speed at 500mb. 
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6. Conclusions 
Rainfall features are investigated by using the satellite IR rainfall 
estimation data of June 1989 ov e r an are a of 27.5° longitudes x 23.75° 
latitudes surrounding Japan, with special attention on the spatial 
distribution, temporal change and the movement of the Baiu front . 
The rainfall of the investigation period is mainly that of Baiu front. 
which moves slowly south and north. The accumulated monthly rainfall for the 
period has a band-like distribution, which extending from (120°E, 30°N) to 
(145°E, 35 .. N) with a width of about so latitudes. The latitudinal profile of 
the rainfall averaged from 120oE to 147. 5°E shows that the rainfall of the Baiu 
front is in an one-mode shape with its peak at 35°N. The longitudinal profile 
of rainfall shows that the rainfall of the Baiu front has almost same values 
over longitudes east to Kyushu, but rainfall over the East China sea decreases 
to about 2/3 of that over Kyushu. 
The latitudinal distribution of rainfal 1 relative to the surface front 
also has an common one-mode shape, with its maximum at positions 1.25° north 
to the surface front. Although the shapes for the distributions are almost 
the same for all regions over both land and ocean. the peak amount over land 
(main islands of Japan) is about 1. 5 times larger than that over ocean (the 
East China sea). 
The temporal change of the rainfall is characterized by a dominant period 
of synoptic scale (about 7 days). The apprant daily variation of the rainfall 
is observed only over the Asian continent (Northeastern provinces of China) . 
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The phase speeds of the eastward movement of rainfal I along the Baiu 
front show almost same value of about 7. so latitudes per 12 hours (about 55 
km/hr) for all subregions except over ocean to the south of Japan ese islands 
where the speed is a little slower. 
As summarized above, the estimation of rainfal I obtained from the IR 
imagery data of GMS has revealed some important aspects of the rainfall of the 
Baiu front, although it still has some deficiencies in accurancy and resolution . 
The further efforts toward approvement and extension of such a satellite-based 
rainfall estimation method are needed to supply more reliable data in global 
s ca 1 e. 
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Fig . 6 
Fig. 7 
Capt ion s 
The Baiu rain f all distributi on fo r th e per i od fr om Jun e 24 t o J uly 
31. 1954 . (Aft e r Yoshino 1 ') 
Spatial distributions of a) monthly ave rag ed cloud amount and b) 
monthly accumulated rainfall of Jun e 1989 ov e r the inv estigati on ar ea. 
a) latitudinal and b) longitudinal profiles of rainfall (solid lin e) 
and cloud amount (dash line) ov e r th e inv e stigation ar ea. 
9 sub-regions in the area for investigating the rainfall features in 
various areas over both land and ocean. The latitudinal bound lin es 
are at 41. 25°N and 31. 25°N. The longitudinal bound I ines are at 
122. 5°E, 130. 0°E and 141. 25°E, respectively. 
Latitudinal distributions of daily rainfall (solid line) and daily -
averaged cloud amount (dash line) relative to the position of surface 
front in the subregions. The results for the very north 3 subregions 
are not shown in the figture because no front moved in to the ext ent 
during the period. The surface front positions are read from the 
surface weather chart on 0900JST. 
Normalized spetral density (NSD) distributions of the time series of 
rainfall for the 9 subregions. 
Normalized spectral density (NSD) distribution of the time series of 
rainfall averaged over all of the 9 subregions. 
Fig. 8 Space-time Lagged correlations of the rainfall for all of the 
subregions except the very north three. The lines in each figture 
show the correlations with time lags of -12. -6. 0. 6 and 12 hours. 
respectively . The value in the abscissa represents the longitudinal 
distance to the east of the reference point. 
Table 1 Peak values of cloud amount and rainfall at Baiu front 
A r e a 122.5-130. OE 
41.25-41. 25N 0. 7 2 94% 
13. 9 95% 
22.50-31. 25N 0. 71 93% 
11. 0 75% 
22.50-41. 25N 0. 7 1 93% 
11. 1 76% 
Upper: cloud am ount 
Bottom : rainfall in rnrn 
130.0-141. 25E 
0 . 8 5 111% 
21. 3 146% 
0. 7 9 10 4% 
14 . 0 96% 
0. 8 0 10 5% 
1 6. 8 11 5% 
141.25-147. 5E 122.5-147. 5E 
0. 8 5 111% 0. 81 107% 
1 9. 8 137% 1 9. 3 132% 
0. 7 3 96% 0. 7 5 9 8 ~b 
14. 0 96% 12. 3 8a 
0. 7 7 101% 0. 7 6 100% 
1 4. 9 102% 14. 6 100% 
A r e a 
41.25-41. 25N 
22.50-31. 25N 
22 . 50-41. 25N 
unit: oE/12hr 
Table 2 Phase speeds of the mov ement 
of rainfall region over various subregions 
122.5-130. OE 130.0-141. 25E 141.25-147. 5E 
7. 5 7. 5 7. 5 
7. 5 5. 0 7. 5 
7. 5 5. 0 7. 5 
122 . 5-147. 5E 
7. 5 
6. 2 5 
6. 2 5 
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